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In planning their new Controls generation, the Canadian firm Husky – global supplier of injection molding
systems to the plastics industry – have embarked on an integral approach based on PC control from 
Beckhoff. The challenge to be met by Beckhoff’s solution included a software PLC for machine control and
a software NC for electrical axes as well as integrated hydraulic drive and temperature control.

“10 years factor 10” – in an interview Hans Beckhoff gives an account of the current state of the firm‘s 
development, milestones, future technologies and, naturally, also on the situation relating to the PC based
control technology.

With the Power Terminal a standard contactor is fieldbus capable. The compact Power Terminals not only
replace conventional motor protection relays but also enlarge their functional scope. Using the different
fieldbus couplers they deliver via the bus system far more operational data about the motor than a motor
protection relay.
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Fascination, excitement, “fun with technology”, these are important driving

forces for automation engineers. We all know it, this “tingling” sensation shortly

before a thought materializes, the satisfaction to see the result of the thinking

process and of our work in action! Of course, this possibly somewhat pleasure-

orientated attitude alone is not sufficient. The professional and responsible ap-

plication of technology is the basis for all automation development. The attrac-

tion lies in the combination of knowledge and responsibility, but also of “fun and

excitement”. This is particularly true for PC control, our PC based automation

technology.

The PC control philosophy merges the worlds of automation and IT. Just as in 

nature, this “cross-breeding” leads to interesting and exciting developments,

generating new properties and performance classes. The Industrial PC makes one

of the most powerful computer platforms available for direct process control at

the machine. For example, the concentrated power of a complete scientific com-

puter center of the eighties is today available online in an individual packing ma-

chine or forming press. How are we utilizing this power? Naturally, we replace

the classic PLC, thereby outperforming the traditional hardware PLC by a whole

order of magnitude in terms of cycle time. And of course we integrate the motion

controller and replace the mechanical mainshaft with servo axes with central

electronic camshaft control. And with cycle times of less than 100 µs, tool pro-

tection is dealt with at the same time, leading to significant cost reductions.

But the PC control philosophy is capable of much more. Basically, PC control

means “software instead of hardware”, and this is the basis of the “power” and

therefore the attraction of the PC based control technology. Apart from the sim-

ple replacement of conventional control technology, every automation engineer

can invent and implement new algorithms that increase machine output, improve

the quality of the products, minimize the power consumption, reduce machine

downtime, etc.The tools are provided by PC control in the shape of modular, open,

software-based control technology. What will we do in 2005 with a PC with a

clock rate of 10 GHz and a user memory of 1 Gbyte that communicates with the

machine via a 1 Gbaud fieldbus? Automation technology will indeed remain ex-

citing!

But let‘s move on to the actual reason for these somewhat philosophical obser-

vations on the subject of automation technology. The occasion is the first edition

of our company magazine “PC control”, whose name naturally is also the con-

tent. The publication targets two topics. PC control is primarily a company mag-

azine, and as such is intended to provide information for our worldwide cus-

2 editorial

PC Control: Exciting Automation Technology!
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3 editorial

tomers, members of staff, suppliers and of course also the general public about

the latest developments at Beckhoff. We will feature product presentations, in-

teresting application examples and project reports, as well as business and staff

news.

Furthermore, PC control is also intended to provide a discussion forum for au-

tomation technology developments. We feel that the principle of PC compatible

control technology is a very good basis and thread for a such a discussion, since

it touches a large number of automation applications and frequently has signifi-

cant influence upon them. We will try to offer you interesting articles about 

basic principles of real time, PLC, motion control, communication, visualization,

etc., and of course news about current trends.

PC control is the first “magazine” from Beckhoff. As with all our products, we are

aiming high.We would be pleased to receive your feedback or suggestions, which

you can send to editorial@pc-control.net.

We hope you will enjoy reading our new magazine.

Hans Beckhoff

…is the title of Beckhoff’s new company magazine, which

from now on will appear twice a year.

For ease of use the company magazine is also available online

under www.pc-control.net. All articles appear as a web page or

PDF file with appropriate links to supplementary pages on the

Internet.

PC Control 

“The New Automation 

Technology Magazin”… 
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Power in the Terminal

More is less with the KL8001 Power Terminal
The classic motor protection relay is widely used to protect motors from damage

caused by overload, the failure of a phase, or jamming. It provides valuable pro-

tective service to a large number of machines in many installations. The classic

motor protection relay component must be improved or replaced if it is to keep

up with new trends and developments within the industry. Beckhoff believes that

the future lies in distributed automation, because it offers cost efficiency and the

possibility of creating compact control cabinets with less burdensome wiring and

installation work. The new Power Terminal from Beckhoff is an important step in

that direction. With the KL8000 series, Beckhoff is starting a revolution: The

KL8001 Power Terminal makes it possible to control, protect and monitor all kinds

of three phase devices such as three phase motors or heating plants. To do this

without the aid of motor protection relays, the Power Terminal is simply installed

on the contactor.

The advantages of the Power Terminal are its low space requirement and the pos-

sibility of communication over a fieldbus. It is true that there are other device

power junctions on the market capable of protecting drives without the aid of

motor protection relays, but they are far less compact than the new Power 

Terminal, which means that the control cabinet can be made smaller. Further-

more, there is ”the plus with the bus“: Communication over the fieldbus provides

information on all the relevant motor data such as its current consumption, ac-

tive-power input, loading status or start-up behavior. Also, the user does not have

to wire a separate power lead to each motor, but can use the Power Terminal to

wire the motor directly to the power distribution rail in the distributed terminal

box.

Space is saved and functionality increased with the compact Power Terminal
KL8001, which can be connected to a bus. Beckhoff is not only replacing ordinary motor protection relays, but is
increasing the range of their functions. Through the different fieldbus couplers, the KL8001 supplies much more
information over the bus regarding motor operation than a motor protection relay does. Extensive diagnostic 
functions offer rapid feedback about the state of the drive.

The Standard Contactor with Fieldbus Interface 
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The Power Terminal offers all-around value
Instead of the motor protection relays that have been utilized until now, the 

Power Terminal can be mounted directly on the contactor. Moreover, it is used for

a wide range of regular contactor types. Because of the wide range over which

the nominal motor current can be adjusted, from 1.0 A up to 10 A, only one 

device type is needed for all motors up to 4 kW power. The terminal is conven-

ient to order since very few accessories are needed for its assembly. Only the

KL9030 adapter terminal and a connecting cable for each KL8001 are required.

The benefit is that the number of different components that need to be stocked

is significantly reduced, ensuring high availability. These are important cost 

factors, and should not be underestimated. The Power Terminal offers increased

value from the functional point of view, while it performs many more functions

than those of a motor protection relay.

The KL8001 protects more than just the drive from damage. It automatically

measures the motor current and manages safely switching it off in the event the

maximum value is exceeded, i. e. if there is an overload. The terminal switches the

contactor directly like a digital 24 V DC output. Just like a standard Bus Terminal,

the KL8001 can be operated by any Bus Coupler, and therefore by any of the com-

mon fieldbus systems. It provides important motor operating data to the fieldbus

communication and allows comprehensive diagnosis of the drive. The machine

operator is immediately informed about the state of the drive and thus of the ma-

chine. The terminal gives him all the values related to current consumption, volt-

age, active power and the maximum value of the current since switching on. The

operator is able to rapidly assess the loading of the machine.

Four LEDs give a clear indication of the state of the drive, allowing quick, visual,

on-the-spot diagnosis. Excess current, failure of one phase, or a missing supply

voltage are indicated immediately. Green LEDs indicate correct communication

with the fieldbus and show whether or not the motor is switched on. If the

KL8001 switches the drive off because of an overload, an OVERLOAD LED is 

illuminated until the user acknowledges this state, either manually or via the 

fieldbus.

Control cabinets are getting smaller
The KL8001 allows a complete power control cabinet together with a standard

contactor to be constructed a good deal faster and more compactly. Alternative-

ly, the installation can be decentralized into small switching boxes. The user can

fit the following varieties of motor starter: A direct starter with the KL8001 ter-
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At first sight the Power Terminal looks to the control engineer like a conventional
motor protection relay and is fitted to a contactor in exactly the same way. The additional functions are available
with little effort. The Bus Terminal block is fitted with a KL9060 adapter terminal instead of a KL9010 end terminal.
The KL9060 is connected to a Power Terminal using a simple ribbon cable. Up to 10 Power Terminals can be driven by
one KL9060.

minal plus a contactor, or a reversing starter with a KL8002 terminal and two con-

tactors. A contactor with a Power Terminal fitted can be connected to any of the

extension modules of the particular contactor series, with no restrictions. A fur-

ther option is whether or not to work with two locally operating 24 V DC inputs.

These inputs can, for instance, be used to implement a fast stop on slide valve

gear. The signal states are transmitted to the higher-level control system in par-

allel with the stop event.

And, just like the whole Bus Terminal system, a distributed implementation of the

”power“ side, i.e. 400 V, three phase power, in small terminal boxes is now pos-

sible. The motor leads can be wired directly to the bus terminal row, without an

additional terminal strip. This makes for a very efficient installation.

The KL8001 appears on the fieldbus with 24 input and output bits. 16 bits pro-

vide the information on current, power or mains voltage to be read, while another

8 bits indicate the state of the motor and the KL8001 terminal in a simple form.

One output bit can be used to operate the contactor. All the parameters such as

the motor current, switch-off threshold, time constants, response characteristic,

measuring cycle times and the over-voltage and under-voltage thresholds can be

set over the fieldbus. Write-protection prevents the settings from being acciden-

tally overwritten.

Preventive maintenance ensures availability
Anyone who wants to ensure the availability of a machine or of plants will want

to make use of preventive maintenance. Thanks to the terminal, the expected re-

maining service life of the contactor can here be predicted within narrow limits:

From the number of switching cycles and the current loading, the KL8001 esti-

mates the wear on the contactor, and provides a guide value via the fieldbus com-

munication.The user can in turn use this for service life prediction, and can in that

way significantly reduce failures resulting from wear.
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A valuable practical point is that just as the machine can be configured, the user

can set the nominal motor current locally over the fieldbus. Selection switches are

provided for this setting, and these can even be operated when powered down.

Nominal motor current can be set using the selection switch over a range from 

1 A to 9.9 A, with a resolution of 0.1 A. The terminal is supplied with a factory

setting for configuration via the fieldbus, but the hardware setting always takes

precedence. The current setting can be read at any time over the fieldbus.

Innovative solution for distributed automation
The important advantages of the new Power Terminal can be summarized as fol-

lows: It can be used with all types of fieldbus, and for different mains voltages

from 300 to 550 V. It can be used for either direct or alternating current of up to

100 Hz, and also for non-sinusoidal currents. The terminal can be fully integrated

into the TwinCAT control software, and the user can perform settings in the 

System Manager. The KL8001 significantly reduces the amount of wiring and per-

mits genuine decentralization, because it fits into a terminal box. Together with

a contactor it is in fact only about 75 mm x 45 mm x 100 mm in size, which is

about the same as the dimensions of four Bus Terminals. It can also do its job with

less power dissipation than a motor protection relay, as the internal resistance is

less than 1 mΩ. All of this allows a high packing density inside the control cabi-

net so that smaller and more compact housings can be used. Unlike a motor pro-

tection relay, the Power Terminal provides an adjustable response characteristic

that eases optimization of the drive. When installing on site, the value of this fea-

ture becomes readily apparent. It will make a significant contribution to the fu-

ture replacement of motor protection relays. Because the guiding principle of dis-

tributed automation is that less is more.

Motor
3~

Motor
3~

Motor
3~

Motor
3~

KL9060
Adapter Terminal

Motor protection
function (KL8001)

Switching function
(Contactor)

Ground 24 V
wiring
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PC Control with SERCOS

Reinhard Kluger, elektrotechnik: Beckhoff has recently introduced a SERCOS

master to the range. Mr Janssen, what will be the significance of SERCOS in the

future for Beckhoff?

Dr. Janssen, Beckhoff: In the mid-90s, Beckhoff recognized that none of the 

established fieldbusses were going to displace all others, including our own. We

made the decision to support all those fieldbusses which were important to 

automation technology, meaning to support them with hardware as well as with

our automation software, TwinCAT.

SERCOS only recently entered our range. We saw that for highly deterministic ap-

plications it could be integrated with exceptional effectiveness into our system.

For three years now, our customers have been successfully using SERCOS as an

element in a huge number of applications. In the past we have bought active mas-

ter cards for this purpose. Now with the appearance of the new SERCON816 ASIC,

it opens up the opportunity to develop our own passive master card. This no

longer presents any artificial restrictions on the number of connected devices or

on the data length. It promises to be more cost-efficient in both application and

in manufacture than an active version.

How do you want to use this fieldbus for drives also as a fieldbus for automa-

tion?

A characteristic of SERCOS is the deterministic behavior necessary for the opera-

tion of drives. But this property is also welcome for classical I/O technology. On

machines with a significant number of drives, the so-called I/O fieldbusses are al-

so used in the exchange of information with the controller for the relatively small

number of I/O signals. Therefore, the development of a bus coupler for our Bus

Terminal system was a logical step in Beckhoff’s implementation of SERCOS 

support.

But SERCOS can be used for more than this. As long term promoters of PC based

controller technology, we benefit from the constantly rising computing capacity

of the PC platform. But, even in the gigahertz age, performance is no longer suf-

ficient for very large projects with more than 50 axes, since the PLC and the user

interface employ the same processor. SERCOS here permits the implementation

of hard synchronization on several PCs, where one PC is defined as the master

and all the others as slaves. The ‘master’ card is emphasized here again, since it

can be converted to a ‘slave’ card purely by software. Our twin-channel interface

card version is again able to open its own SERCOS ring as the master.

A completely new Bus Coupler makes the whole terminal program available with 
SERCOS. And what developments are there in connection with their own Lightbus fieldbus system?

Reinhard Kluger | editor of “elektrotechnik” | Vogel Verlag (Germany)

Dr. Dirk Janssen,

Head of Software Development at Beckhoff.
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When will you have the first I/Os with SERCOS?

The 1- and 2-channel PC Fieldbus Cards and the Bus Coupler BK7500 are avail-

able. Using the Bus Coupler as the bus node, the entire range of Beckhoff Bus 

Terminals will then be available for SERCOS.

How involved is Beckhoff with the SERCOS user community, and how do you see

your future role there?

Since we joined the SERCOS community at the beginning of last year we have 

also been regularly taking part in the technical meetings. We hope that our

knowledge gained in the fields of drives technology and I/O, along with our ex-

perience of dealing with a variety of fieldbusses will allow us to contribute to the

continued improvement of SERCOS and to its wider application.

And of course we shall try to develop our involvement, not just with drives tech-

nology, but also with the kinds of application for which SERCOS is relevant.

SERCOS interface coupling 

module for I/O system

A further highlight also arises through

the use of Beckhoff Bus Terminals with

the SERCOS BK7500 Bus Coupler, which

enables SERCOS‘ highly deterministic

function also to be used for classical 

I/O technology. Users in the machine

… and what does the future look like for Beckhoff‘s own bus system, the 

“Lightbus”?

In a few words: Continued success. Lightbus has a number of technical properties

not achieved by any other fieldbus in very fast systems or in systems of differing

signal speeds where slow and fast signals share the same bus. We are therefore

continuing to base new applications on the Lightbus. Only recently, at Hanover

fair 2000 in Germany, we presented a project in which a camshaft controller was

operated with 100 µs cycle time over Lightbus, implemented in IEC 61131-3.

What applications or customers do you already have that are using SERCOS for

purposes other than drives?

Since our products for these applications have only just been released, we do not

yet have any concrete applications in the field. Some customers, however, have

already completed successful tests, and are partially converting to SERCOS I/O.

The response to our SERCOS I/O system is very strong – both from end customers

and from drive manufacturers, in Europe and, very markedly, also from North

America.

New PC Fieldbus Cards 

for SERCOS interface

Beckhoff has developed the new PC

Fieldbus Cards FC7501 and FC7502

specifically for SERCOS applications.

The driver, which is integrated in the

TwinCAT automation software, ensures

an optimum performance from the 

passive master card, while the user ex-

periences no limitations with respect to

the number of devices or data lengths.

By using the new fieldbus cards, the

bus terminals as I/O system, the digital

servo drives as well as TwinCAT as

PLC/NC software, a complete PC based

control system for SERCOS interface is

now available.

Using the FC7501 (1-channel) and

FC7502 (2-channel) PC Fieldbus Cards

for SERCOS interface, Beckhoff now of-

fers all users of complex axis controls

solutions for the fast drives bus. The PC

cards are best operated together with

Industrial PCs and TwinCAT automation

software.

Compared with an “active” solution,

the fieldbus cards have no artificial 

construction industry with high drive-

and low I/O consumption can now dis-

pense with the installation of an addi-

tional I/O bus. An absence of I/O prod-

ucts for the SERCOS interface in the

past always called either for central

wiring or for another fieldbus – the

BK7500 for the Bus Terminals changes

all this. This means that users can ex-

ploit the same wide range of functions

as is offered by Beckhoff for other field-

busses. Thus, in addition to the digital

and analog inputs and outputs, the

SERCOS environment has access to

thermocouple and RTD inputs, incre-

mental encoder interfaces for the meas-

urement of displacement and angle,

and serial interfaces for the solution of

many types of communication task.

The high speeds of the SERCOS inter-

face (2, 4, 8, 16 Mbit/s) guarantee a

high bandwidth with which I/O data

can also easily be transferred. All 

devices are precisely synchronized by

means of a master synchronizing

telegram (Master-Sync).

limitations with respect to the number

of devices or data lengths. For many

applications it is interesting that the

FC7502 twin-channel card can generate

one master ring and one slave ring. The

parameterization of the master/slave

mode is carried out simply through the

software.

Technical data:

| Up to 254 devices (axes or I/O 

modules via Bus Coupler)

| Fast data exchange via cycle times

of up to 62.5 µs

| Exact synchronisation between

TwinCAT and SERCOS

| Master and slave mode can be 

parameterised by software

| Transmission rate of 2 and 4

MBaud (8 and 16 in preparation)

The SERCOS Product Range
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Using the new FM3300 fieldbus

modules from Beckhoff, users can

make the connection of up to either

12 or 32 thermocouples to Profibus

directly in the machine. All the elec-

tronics required for the connection

is located in a compact, watertight,

industrial plug-in connector of type

Han24B, meeting protection class 

IP 65.

Designed as a cost-effective com-

munication element for use under

tough environmental conditions,

the new fieldbus modules are par-

ticularly suitable for use close to

the process. Up to 32 thermocou-

ples can now be networked, via

two-wire connection, in all those

areas where the use of fieldbus

technology has in the past been

prevented by limitations of space.

The compact, robust fieldbus mod-

ules (IP 65) transmit the tempera-

ture signals via an integrated

Profibus DP interface with a trans-

mission rate of 12 MBaud. Data ex-

change is cyclic. For the purposes of

parameterisation and diagnostics

the user can, however, make use of

acyclic services that accord with the

DPV1 standard.

Additional electronic features in-

clude a microprocessor controlled,

freely selectable linear temperature

range, broken wire indication by

LED, and cold junction compensa-

tion, so that extension cables do

not falsify the result of the meas-

urement. The electronics in the

fieldbus modules has ”back-voltage

protection“ for up to 230 V AC 

applied externally.

The various implementation levels

of the FM3300 fieldbus modules

differ in the number of thermocou-

ple input channels (12 channels or

32) and in the type of thermo-

couple implemented (J or K type).

Fieldbus Modules with Multiple Thermocouple Connections:

Connecting Temperature Sensors
to Profibus at the Equipment
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New Industrial PC C6200 series can be pulled out
Beckhoff developed the C6200 series Industrial PC as a built-in version using the

Control Panel as an external operating unit. The most important requirements

were a small housing and good accessibility for the components. Withdrawal of

the computer on a telescopic guide support provides access for plug-in cards. The

user is thus given very easy access to all the components. In addition to this, con-

nections on the front side minimize the space requirement. In combination with

Control Panels that are installed externally, powerful controllers in various hous-

ing sizes are thus created.

Anyone who is using PC based controllers will want to apply the flexibility and

power of the latest PC technology under circumstances in which space restric-

tions are severe. For this reason Beckhoff developed the powerful computers in

the C6200 series in a variety of versions, so adding an additional product line to

the extensive Industrial PC family. As the computer moves out to the control cab-

inet, all the display and operating elements of the Control Panel, including 10, 12

or 15 inch displays, keyboard, floppy drive, touch screen or touch pad and electro-

mechanical keys, are installed at a central location on the machine. All the pull-

out computers have connections at the front. Along with optimal exploitation of

the space, the greatest emphasis was placed during development on easy access

to all the components. The configuration of the PC is given in detail on the front

of the housing. The status LEDs and a secured reset key are also located there.

Three constructions lend individuality to the PC range
The smallest member of the C6200 Industrial PC series is the C6220, measuring

295 x 202 x 270 mm. This tiny PC, weighing in at only 7 kg, has an Intel Celeron

or Pentium III processor running at up to 850 MHz on a motherboard taking PISA

plug-in cards, and contains a floppy disk or CD-ROM drive as well as four slots

for cards up to 19 cm long. Further features are an on-board graphic adapter, a

2 1/2 inch IDE hard drive with a capacity of 10 GB, along with 64 MB of RAM that

can be increased up to 512 MB. The interface to the outside is provided by an on-

board Ethernet adapter having 10/100 Base-T connection. Two serial RS232 con-

nections, two USB ports and a parallel interface complete the control cabinet PC.

Available options include fieldbus interface cards, other interface cards and mo-

dem or ISDN adapters. CP-Link interface cards provide straightforward connec-

tion to the Beckhoff Control Panel.

In the next step up in the C6200 series, the C6240, the ATX standard ensures long-

term compatibility with all newly appearing PC components. Designed as a 7-slot

housing with an ATX motherboard, up to 4 ISA and up to 5 PCI cards along with

an AGP graphic card in a variety of ISA/PCI combinations, and with lengths of up

to 220 mm, can be fitted. A CD-ROM drive as well as a floppy drive is a possible

option. The housing of the C6240 has a similar construction to its little brother

the C6220, but is built with standard ATX components. For uninterrupted opera-

tion it can also be fitted with an uninterruptible power supply. This extremely

compact device, the C6240, whose dimensions are 430 x 202 x 270 mm, weighs

12.3 kg, and, like all the other versions of this PC family, is available in protection

class IP 20.

Flexible as it may be fitted in various positions
As well as the particularly compact C6240 version, Beckhoff have added a third

and larger version to the family. This long, narrow C6250 computer, measuring

219 x 680 x 266 mm, can be fitted into the switch cabinet either vertically or 

horizontally. Its performance is identical to that of the C6240. The difference is

simply the generous amount of space made available. Thus it is not only possible

to install a second 3 1/2 inch hard disk, but also to add standard floppy, ZIP,

CD-ROM, CD-RW, DVD-ROM and DVD-RAM drives. Regardless of which way it is

fitted, the C6250 offers the advantage of connections on the front side as well as

good access to the drives, which are always mounted horizontally.

Control Cabinet PC – 
The Powerful Hidden Controller

Being mounted on telescopic rails makes 

it possible to withdraw the computer for

rapid access to all built-in components.
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A fieldbus can offer considerable savings in material costs and decrease working time. The connection of a fieldbus station, however, still
leaves something to be desired. In the majority of fieldbus systems, a significant time investment is required to wire up the fieldbus 
cable, and the connector itself is not inexpensive. But it is no longer necessary to cast envious glances at the network specialists installing
an Ethernet system. Beckhoff have simplified the connection of I/Os to the controller.

internally via the serial terminal bus 

(K-Bus) to ensure fast and reliable data

communication. The new extension ter-

minal offers the possibility to expand the

Terminal Bus system to more field de-

vices, regardless of the bus system in

use. By merely exchanging the standard

end terminal for a KL9020 Extension 

Terminal, it is now possible to connect

up to 1020 I/Os with a single Bus Cou-

pler. This new design approach is a gen-

uine alternative to distributed terminal

strips with separate Bus Couplers, where

With a Terminal Bus Extension, Beckhoff

is pioneering new approaches in elec-

tronic terminal technology. Of particular

interest to the cost-conscious automa-

tion engineer is the increased maximum

connectivity offered by this approach,

which is now up from 64 to 255 Bus Ter-

minals. The new Bus Terminal Extension

increases the configuration possibilities

of the well-known Beckhoff I/O system,

which was previously restricted only to

64 Bus Terminals. The modular 2 and 4

channel signal terminals are connected

An Alternative for 
Plant Networking

Double savings with the Bus Terminal Extension 
and the “Economy plus” Coupler
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several fieldbus stations are not always

required. However, terminal strip solu-

tions in control cabinets, because of

space constraints, do not permit the

maximum number of 64 terminals to

every bus coupler. This can also be con-

structed in a distributed form at a 

significantly lower price with the exten-

sion system. Users can automate with

particular economy using the latest 

generation of BKxx20 Bus Couplers sup-

porting the new system of K-Bus exten-

sion.

Terminal Bus Extension End Terminal KL9020

The KL9020 K-Bus extension terminal is plugged into the end of the bus 

terminal block in the same way as the KL9010 standard end terminal. The block

is terminated with the KL9020 and allows to connect an Ethernet cable with 

a RJ45 plug. The K-Bus signals are converted to RS485 in the KL9020. Power to

the KL9020 electronics is supplied via the K-Bus. The power contacts and the

associated connection points are electrically isolated. The supply of bus terminal

blocks downstream can be accessed at two points of the power contacts. The

daisy chaining of the supply voltage from one bus terminal block to the next

block can be achieved without need of further terminals. The KL9020 forms a

complete working unit together with at least one KL9050. Apart from a supply

voltage of 24 V and the insertion of the Ethernet cable, there is no further 

parameterization or configuration work necessary. The Bus Coupler carries out

all diagnosis and commissioning tasks.

Terminal Bus Extension Coupler Terminal KL9050

The KL9050 Coupler Terminal replaces the Bus Coupler on a bus terminal block.

The KL9050 is the counterpart to the KL9020. The STP cable is plugged into 

the upper socket, providing the logical connection to the Bus Coupler.

The extension is fully transparent for the Bus Coupler. All Bus Terminal system

functions remain unchanged. The second RJ45 socket allows the system to be

extended further. A new KL9050 can be connected to the first Coupler Terminal.

The whole system can thereby be extended by 31 levels.

KL9020 and KL9050 system terminals for

extension of the Terminal Bus system to 

additional field devices, regardless of the

bus system.

A distributed installation,
but still a unit
Thus the Bus Terminal Extension allows

for up to 255 Bus Terminals in up to 31

blocks in the control cabinet or distrib-

uted over the plant. The 5 meter maxi-

mum distance between two Bus Termi-

nal blocks means that the total reach 

allows up to 155 meters. Even in this dis-

tributed constellation, the Bus Coupler

recognizes the terminals to which it is

connected, and automatically performs

the mappings of the inputs and outputs

to the bytes of the process image – it

treats all connected terminal blocks as

one unit. The extension is thus transpar-

ent for the fieldbus and the higher-level

system.

An economical Ethernet cable provides

the physical connection via the K-Bus

from the ”master system“ using a field-

bus connection to the KL9050 Coupler.

The Coupler Terminal detects a further

remote bus terminal block and provides

the logical connection to the Bus Cou-

pler via the Ethernet cable. A 24 V DC
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Terminal Bus Extension, End Terminal KL9020

Operation Panel Valve block

Control Panel

Coupler Terminal KL9050

Standard S(F)TP cable
with RJ45 plugs

up to 31 stations

Fieldbus

Terminal strip solutions in control cabinets, because of space constraints, do not permit the largest

system, instead they can be constructed in distributed form at a significantly lower price with the

new extension system. The extension system might also be used for control units, valve assemblies

or LCD displays.

supply for the field level can be fed in –

electrically isolated – at these coupler

terminals. The internal bus shares the

same potential as the K-Bus of the Bus

Coupler. S(F)TP cables with two RJ45

plugs are used for the transmission. The

cables are available in various lengths

for the user‘s convenience. However, ver-

satility in use is aided, by the ability to

adapt the cable to particular individual

lengths using ordinary Ethernet tools.

Data transmission through double-

shielded cable is based on the interfer-

ence-free RS485 industry standard.

Terminal Bus Extension replaces
fieldbus interface
The K-Bus extension also brings ad-

vances in the field of plant networking

for other types of application. There are

particular economic benefits, e.g. in the

connection of valve assemblies, sensor

groups or LCD displays to the central

system, replacing expensive fieldbus in-

terfaces. Instead, the devices are going

to be equipped with a K-Bus extension

interface, which allows them to be eco-

nomically integrated into the Beckhoff

fieldbus system via an economical Ether-

net cable. The integration of keyboard

modules with the universal K-Bus inter-

face is also imaginable, as applications

for this include cases where fewer keys

would be sufficient for operation of the

controller, or where the PC keyboard

needs to be extended with external con-

trol panels. Small control panels, located

decentrally on the equipment, permit

easy and local access to the machine

controller. They are connected to the

higher-level controller through the K-Bus

extension, directly via the fieldbus.
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Users who chose the new Bus Cou-

pler series from Beckhoff will

achieve automation at a particularly

economical price. The new “Econo-

my plus” couplers link Lightbus,

Profibus, Interbus, DeviceNet and

CANopen with the extensive, modu-

lar, expandable range of bus termi-

nals from Beckhoff. What is more,

the use of a Bus Terminal extension

terminal allows up to 255 Bus Termi-

nals to be connected at one station.

The “Economy plus” Bus Coupler

range is suitable for the construction

of digital and analog I/O stations

with a simple structure having up 

to 64 terminals. However, there is an

“Economy plus” – The New Bus Coupler Generation 
with Improved Price/Performance Ratio

option of using an extension termi-

nal, which expands the internal ter-

minal bus along standard Ethernet

cable. This technology permits up to

255 bus terminals to be operated at

one fieldbus station.

The new generation of cost-opti-

mized couplers BKxx20 is at home in

the existing product family, consist-

ing of standard couplers, economy

couplers and Bus Terminal con-

trollers with integrated IEC 61131-3

mini-PLC. Even the operation of the

new product does not differ from

that of its stable-mates. The Bus 

Coupler recognizes the terminals to

which it is connected, and performs

the assignment of the inputs and

outputs to the bytes of the process

image automatically. The blocks with

Bus Terminal bus extensions are

treated as one unit by the bus cou-

pler. The extension is transparent for

the fieldbus and higher-level sys-

tems.

The new generation of bus couplers

is also prepared and adapted for the

needs of automation. For instance,

FMS operation has been omitted

from the protocol of the BK3120

Profibus coupler, so that more user

data can be transferred in DP mode.

The BK3120 incorporates the

Profibus-DPV1 services. This service

facilitates direct access to the regis-

ters of the bus coupler and the Bus

Terminals. In this way, for example,

the parameterization or limit values

for the analog Bus Terminals can be

changed.

BK2020 BK3120 BK4020 BK5220

The TwinCAT S7 Communication

Server links the Siemens S7 Indus-

trial Ethernet world to TwinCAT,

permitting the extension of existing

plant by means of PC based control

technology. The server is imple-

mented as a ring Windows service,

and consists primarily of a gateway

between ADS (Automation Device

Specification) and SOFTNET S7.

This allows the ADS functions to 

be used to execute read and write

accesses to flags and data blocks 

in the Siemens S7 PLC.

TwinCAT PLC

IEC 61131-3
application

ADS

TwinCAT ADS
router

TwinCAT PLC

IEC 61131-3 application
e. g. ADSVARREAD-FB
e. g. ADSVARWRITE-FB

TwinCAT ADS
router

ADS

Ethernet

S7
CPU

S7
CP

S7
E/A

Siemens
SOFTNET S7

TwinCAT
SOFTNET S7

VB-application

ADS-OCX

Within the context of TwinCAT 

software, the SOFTNET S7 is a 

pure software driver, able to be 

described as a virtual field (au-

tomation) device. It provides an

ADS interface for other communica-

tion partners such as other virtual

field devices or Windows programs.

The use of the ADS standardizes 

access to the TwinCAT SOFTNET S7

device, placing it in the group of

available virtual field devices.

TwinCAT is the active device,

and initiating read and write 

applications through the supplied

IEC 61131-3 PlcSOFTNET S7 library

from the TwinCAT PLC. Alternatively

access becomes possible through 

a visualization program via ADS

OCX/DLL.

TwinCAT SOFTNET S7 
Communication Server
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Beckhoff‘s Drive Technology com-

pletes their product range, consist-

ing of Industrial PCs, fieldbus com-

ponents and software PLC/NCs,

forming a total automation system.

The Industrial PCs from Beckhoff and

the TwinCAT PLC/NC software are

ideally equipped for single and mul-

tiple axis positioning tasks with high

dynamic requirements. The extreme-

ly fast Industrial PCs, and the func-

tion blocks associated with TwinCAT

NC, can handle practically any drive-

related task. The convenient pro-

gramming of the drive components

using TwinCAT NC PTP (Point To

Point) along with the synergy of the

Industrial PC and the drive hardware

18 products

Drive Systems for High Dynamic Positioning Tasks
Synchronous servomotors and servoamplifiers from Beckhoff together create powerful, highly dynamic drive

systems. The motors, with their high-quality neodymium magnetic material, are particularly suitable for complex tasks requiring
high stability, such as drives for handling equipment, textile machines, machine tools, packaging machines and the like. The large
number of available fieldbus interfaces, from Lightbus and Profibus through to CANopen or SERCOS interfaces, allow the 
Beckhoff drives to be integrated into complex systems.

brushless synchronous servomotors

of the AM227-AM297 series with

regulation of torque, speed or posi-

tion. The standard versions of the

servoamplifiers are available in 

4 current ratings. Interference sup-

pression filters are integrated into

the power feeds for operation di-

rectly from the mains, as are sup-

pression filters for the 24 V auxiliary

voltage supply. Special features of

the servoamplifiers:

have proven themselves in many ap-

plications. The total Beckhoff Drive

Technology solution consists of digi-

tal servoamplifiers from the AX2000

series, AM2000 brushless synchro-

nous servomotors and a comprehen-

sive range of accessories for Drive

Technology.

Fully digital Servoamplifiers
as an intelligent backbone
Servoamplifiers from the AX2000 se-

ries are integrated as components of

drive systems in electrical equip-

ment or machines. They are operat-

ed at grounded preferably three-

phase industrial mains networks.The

AX2000 servoamplifiers drive the
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Beckhoff‘s Man for Dynamic Drive Solutions

Since November 2000, Dipl.-Ing.

Andreas Golf has been Beckhoff‘s

Product Manager with responsibil-

ity for drive technology. His tasks 

include marketing, co-operation

with product development, the 

organization and realization of

product training and supporting 

the sales department.

Andreas Golf studied electrical 

engineering with particular empha-

sis on automation technology and

power electronics at the Münster/

Steinfurt Technical College (Ger-

many). His years working for the

firm of Kollmorgen Seidel have 

given him particular expertise in

the field of drive technology.

He has this to say about the signifi-

cance of Beckhoff‘s complete drive

technology solutions: “Control tech-

| The servoamplifiers are fully pro-

grammable via the RS232 serial

interface

| The servoamplifiers are fully dig-

itally controlled

| A freely programmable digital

current controller and speed reg-

ulator (62.5 µs) is included in the

amplifier

| The integrated position con-

troller (250 µs) can be adapted

for every job

| A pulse-direction interface is in-

tegrated for the connection to a

stepper motor controller or a

simple slave axis 

| Position is determined on the

basis of the evaluation of re-

solver signals or of the sine-co-

sine signal of a high-resolution

encoder

The digital servoamplifiers offer a

large number of convenient func-

tions. These include adjustable set-

value ramps, two analog monitor

outputs, 4 programmable digital in-

puts (two of which are defined, as

standard, as limit switch inputs) and

2 digital outputs.

Integrated safety is also strongly

emphasized. In the servoamplifiers,

the electrically secure isolation is in

accordance with EN 50178 between

the mains or motor connections. The

electronics signal is achieved with

appropriate “creepage” paths and

complete potential separation. Fur-

ther integrated functions offer soft

starting, overvoltage detection,

short-circuit protection and phase

failure monitoring. When Beckhoff

nology and electrical drives comple-

ment each other, since nearly every

production process is executed

through controlled movements.

Beckhoff‘s special innovative contri-

butions in the field of PC based

control technology are being con-

tinued in the total drive technology

solutions. The TwinCAT control sys-

tem, the IPC controllers, the syn-

chronous servomotors and the ser-

voamplifiers from Beckhoff can be

integrated to form highly dynamic

drive systems. The market needs

such systems, and the performance

of the Beckhoff drives has already

been demonstrated in a large num-

ber of applications.”

motors from the AM227-AM297 se-

ries are used with ready-assembled

cables, temperature monitoring of

the motors is established.

Highly Dynamic,
Brushless Power Sources
The synchronous servomotors are

brushless, three-phase motors meet-

ing DIN 42950, and have permanent

magnets in the rotor. This high qual-

ity neodymium magnetic material

makes a significant contribution to

the motors‘ exceptional dynamic

properties. A three-phase winding is

housed in the stator, and is electri-

cally powered by the servoamplifier.

The motor commutation is imple-

mented electronically in the ser-

voamplifier.

Temperature sensors in the stator

windings and corresponding signal

output via a zero-potential (break)

contact monitor the coil tempera-

ture. The motors normally have an

integrated resolver to provide feed-

back. The AX2000 servoamplifiers

evaluate the rotors‘ resolver signals

and feed sine-wave currents to the

motors.

Power transmission is implemented

in accordance with DIN 748 via the

cylindrical shaft end with a retaining

thread, optional with a feather key

groove. The bearings are designed

for a service life of 20,000 hours.

Biconical collet chucks, coinciding

with metal bellows couplings, have

proven themselves as excellent, zero

backlash coupling elements. The 
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motors accord with insulation mate-

rial class F according to DIN 57530,

and are manufactured to balance

quality N according to DIN ISO 2373.

Accessories and options
The motors have angled connectors

for the power supply and the re-

solver signals. Beckhoff offers the 

resolver and power leads as a ready-

assembled accessory. The motors are

normally fitted with two-pole quill

shaft resolvers. Optionally the mo-

tors (except the AM227) are also

available with integrated single-turn

(ECN1313) or multi-turn (EQN 1325)

encoders.

The motors are optionally available

with an integrated stop brake. This

holding brake (24 V DC) locks the ro-

tor when power is removed. When

the brake is released, the rotor can

turn without residual torque. Opera-

tion is free from backlash.

The stop brake can be driven direct-

ly by the servoamplifier. The ser-

voamplifier can degauss the brake

winding without any additional cir-

cuitry. Optionally for the servoam-

plifiers AX2000 a “personnel safe

restart lock” (AS option) is available.

20 products

The fundamental element in Beck-

hoff‘s drive engineering solution 

is TwinCAT NC. The TwinCAT NC 

PTP (Point to Point) software pack-

age, which runs under Windows

NT/2000, performs drive positioning,

replacing conventional positioning

modules and NC controllers. The po-

sitioning and position control is

computed by the PC‘s processor:

| For up to 255 axes,

| for servo drives, frequency con-

verter and switched drives, step-

per motors

| Is freely configurable thanks to

its pure software realization.

The TwinCAT NC PTP software in-

cludes axis positioning software 

(set value generation, position con-

trol), an integrated software PLC

(TwinCAT PLC) with an NC interface,

operating program for commission-

ing and an I/O connection to the ax-

es through various fieldbusses such

as Profibus, CANopen, DeviceNet,

the SERCOS interface, Ethernet and

the Beckhoff Lightbus.

NC PTP Software in the PC
The PC processor executes the entire

calculation and axis regulation task:

This includes the generation of set

Position Control with
TwinCAT and the PC
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| Diagonal saw with freely parameter-

izable angle,

| Optional return prevention as addi-

tional safety function,

| Superimposed section compensation

during the synchronous phase for

dynamic position correction,

| Synchronous relationship with spec-

ified coupling factor.

| Typical applications of this function

are found in the printing and pack-

aging industries.

TwinCAT NC FIFO Axes:

The purpose of the function is to send

externally generated set position values

to the axes in the form of a speed pre-

control. The set value generation is de-

signed in such a way that both the set

position and the set speed are deter-

mined as the FIFO inputs are worked

through in sequence. It is also possible,

if necessary, to interpolate between two

neighboring FIFO inputs. The number of

axes that can be controlled by FIFO set

value generation is only limited by the

CPU‘s computing power.

Other special functions include linear

coupling (electrical gearbox), position

compensation and online master/slave

conversion.

In Beckhoff’s TwinCAT, it offers a number

of ready-made software functions useful

in drives engineering. Some examples of

such software function blocks follow.

TwinCAT NC Camming:

This function implements a table slave

axis with non-linear coupling to a mas-

ter axis via a table. Such TwinCAT cam

plates are particularly used in press con-

trollers, machining centers, transfer

lines, in product handling and packaging

machines. The table types are:

| Equidistant position values in the

master column and associated posi-

tion values in the slave column,

| Non-equidistant positions in the

master column and associated posi-

tion values in the slave column,

| Working through the table:

simply linear or cyclically,

| Absolute or relative positioning can

be selected independently for mas-

ter and slave. Position offset can be

specified separately for the master

and slave axes, and can be modified

online while the coupling is estab-

lished,

| Linear interpolation between the

support points of the table.

TwinCAT NC Flying Saw:

This function consists of the control of a

slave axis, synchronized in speed or po-

sition to a moving master axis. It is pos-

sible to actuate this process at any de-

sired dynamic phase of the master axis

(which may be a real or a virtual axis, or

indeed another external source of actual

values), since the algorithm is imple-

mented as a linear motion controller. The

following special functions are also

available in association with the “flying

saw” function:

21 products

values, reading and scaling actual

values, as well as the regulation,

computation and scaling of the set

value output. For this purpose, the

axes are categorized into logical

components (variables) for displace-

ment measurement, drive and regu-

lator, and can be flexibly linked to

real elements such as position en-

coders and power controllers. The PC

cyclically exchanges data with the

drives and measuring systems over

the fieldbus. Appropriate interfaces

are available for connecting to all

the common fieldbusses. The digital

connections via Lightbus, SERCOS

interface, Profibus and CANopen

should be particularly emphasized

here.

The capacity of a PC allows axes to

be moved in parallel with the PLC

functionality. PC power means that

several dozen axes can be posi-

tioned simultaneously in real time.

The axes can be linked to I/O inter-

faces, and parameters can be set.

The positional controller acquires

the actual position by means of dis-

placement measuring systems.These

encoders are, optionally, incremental

or absolute.

Axis functions can be embedded in-

to the IEC 61131-3 PLC program-

ming system by means of a function

block library. The data interface to

Windows NT/2000 programs is im-

plemented by means of open stan-

dards (OPC, Beckhoff ADS)

Positioning
Positioning is executed with a pow-

erful, modern positioning algorithm,

in which profiles are generated with

jerk limitation and with pre-control

of speed and acceleration to mini-

mize the following error. The con-

troller structures can be configured

(P controller, PID controller, PID with

speed pre-control, PID with speed

and acceleration pre-control). Over-

ride functionality is also available.

When drives are being commis-

sioned, or during servicing work,

the online menu allows important

axis parameters such as destination

position, set speed, acceleration,

jerk, reference speed, and controller

Kv factor to be set, and also permits

execution of general axis functions

such as start, stop, or movement to

a new destination at a new speed.

Software Function Blocks 
for Drive Solutions
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Beckhoff Implements PLCopen
Motion Control Standard

Simultaneously, with the appearance of the first document from the PLCopen Organization proposing a standardization scheme for motion 
control programming in the IEC 61131-3 environment, Beckhoff is presenting a concrete implementation of the blocks in the form of a Motion
Control Library for the TwinCAT NC automation software.

As active members of the PLCopen‘s

Motion Control Task Force, Beckhoff

has contributed significantly to the

specification of the standard. The

goal is to create a library of PLC

blocks for the operation of electri-

cally driven axes from within an 

IEC 61131-3 program, so that PLC

and NC functionality are available

from a single programming location.

Ideally, the software PLC and soft-

ware NC in TwinCAT NC comple-

ments the other.

PC based control 
as a platform
For 16 years, Beckhoff has actively

propagated the idea of the system-

atic integration of all automation

functions in the form of software

running on a PC. The motion control

library of which now surfaces is 

considered a supplement to the

TwinCAT-specific axis blocks; these

are particularly designed for the

fullest possible performance capaci-

ty and extent, utilizing maximum use

of all TwinCAT NC‘s features. The

blocks in the new MC library offer

the user independence from the

manufacture that is targeted by the

standard, as well as additional sim-

plified interfaces that are explicitly

designed to achieve a balance be-

tween operating speed, power and

simplicity of application. The user

can therefore choose between the

Beckhoff-specific library, the library

based on the PLCopen standard, or

configure an integration of the two.

Coordinated multiple axis 
movement included
For some sectors of industry, for in-

stance, packaging technology, the

coordinated movement of a number

of axes in the form of master/slave

dependencies is of special signifi-

cance. For this reason, Beckhoff has,

from the very beginning, implement-

ed the functionalities referred to 

in the PLCopen document as “elec-

tronic gearing” and “camming”. The

user may combine axes types in any

way desired, thus it is perfectly pos-

sible for a SERCOS master axis to 

be linked to one or more axes as

gearing or camming slaves via the

Lightbus or via conventional ± 10 V 

interfaces.

Initial experiences from 
concrete customer projects
The application of the motion con-

trol library at Müller Weingarten for

press and transport control validates

the practical effectiveness and the

programming interfaces of the de-

fined blocks. Müller Weingarten is

one of the world‘s leading suppliers

of systems and equipment for form-

ing metallic materials in automobile

construction, the household appli-

ance industry, aerospace engineer-

ing and various sectors of consumer

goods manufacture. Their core busi-

ness is the design, specification and

equipping of press tools for the man-

ufacture of body parts by the auto-

mobile industry and its suppliers.

Case in point, the motion control

blocks were applied for material

feed and transport in a metal press-

ing line.

Motion integration issues have

emerged to the forefront, along with

maintainability and connectivity to 

automation solutions. For this standards

are needed.

PLCopen has generated such a stand-

ard. A standard in programming lan-

guage, to harmonize the access of 

motion control functionality across 

platforms. In this way, the generated

application program is much more

hardware independent, and re-usable

across platforms.

The provided standard, the PLCopen

Motion Control Profile, is based on 

IEC 61131-3 Function Blocks. With the 

standardization of the interfaces and

the functionality, and implementation

on multiple platforms, it provides a pro-

gramming standard that is widely sup-

ported by the industry. The stated goals

of this standardization are simplicity,

efficiency, consistency, universality,

flexibility and completeness. Due to the

data hiding and encapsulation, it is 

usable on different architectures, for 

instance ranging from centralized to

distributed control. It is also important

to say that it is not specifically de-

signed for a certain range of applica-

tions e.g. packaging industry but it will

serve as a basic layer for ongoing defi-

nitions in these areas. As such it is open

to existing and future technologies.

This profile has been published for com-

ments, to make sure that a wide user

acceptance is realized. The feedback is

now merged into the specification. The

combination will be published as an of-

ficial Version 1.0, to be released by June

2001. Last November, several compa-

nies committed themselves to support

this standard, so the first implement-

ations are expected to be released

shortly after the release of the official

version. Adopting the standard for their

PC based control architecture, Beckhoff

has made a significant contribution to

the development of the Motion Control

Profile and is among the first to offer a

real-life implementation.

Commentary by guest:

Eelco van der Wal,

Managing Director PLC open 

www.plcopen.org

PLCopen: Motion Control Programming Standards 
according to IEC 61131-3
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General features of 

the Beckhoff OPC Server

In addition to the OPC access to

TwinCAT, Beckhoff is now offering

an OPC Server solution for its Con-

trol Panel products. Both the OPC

Servers are being fundamentally 

restructured: The result is that certi-

fied OPC products are available 

for DataAccess (DA) and Alarm&

Event (A&E).

DataAccess servers inform their

clients at specified intervals of cur-

rent process values. Alarm&Event

Server provides various categories

of events to their clients: Thus a

“condition-related” event details

information that an item of process

data has passed above or below a

previously specified limit.

DataAccess clients can obtain infor-

mation about existing data items

by reading the server‘s “name-

space”. Alarm&Event servers make

a corresponding “eventspace”

available. Other functions can con-

trol the behavior of an A&E server:

Events can be activated, deactivat-

ed or simply acknowledged.

The new Beckhoff OPC concept also

includes open access to the config-

uration of the OPC Server via XML:

As an alternative (or as an addi-

tion) to the Beckhoff OPC configu-

raton tool it is possible to configure

the server via XML from existing

customer database.

In addition to the namespace and

the eventspace, other features of

the Beckhoff OPC Server can be 

defined with the configuration tool,

or via XML: Simulation signals al-

low the OPC client/server communi-

cation to be tested without access-

ing physical I/O. The simulation 

algorithm allows sinusoidal, ramp

and random signals, e. g. to config-

ure in amplitude, slope and offset

and so on.

Also interesting is the new facility

for the online conversion of process

values: Configurable linear conver-

sions allow process values in units

of “degrees Celsius” to appear in

the OPC client as “degrees Fahren-

heit”, or “inches” as “centimeters”.

The DataAccess servers now also

allow an OPC item to be defined as

an array or structure: Example: An

OPC client has to pass 5000 formu-

la parameters via the TwinCAT OPC

Server to TwinCAT PLC. Instead of

OPC stands for “OLE for Process Control” and describes an initiative for standardization of data exchange in automa-

tion technology. Formerly, applications such as operating and monitoring software were forced to use the differing access procedures of each con-

troller manufacturer. OPC is the specification for a uniform software interface, independent of individual manufacturers, permitting access to process

data from any manufacturer in a consistent manner.

BECKHOFF
OPC Server
Products

OPC Server Configurator

Customer Datapool
XML

Access
Excel ...

5000 distinct item calls now only

one call is issued thus minimizing

the operating system load. Data

consistency into the destination 

device is of course ensured here.

TwinCAT OPC Server

The OPC Server is an element of 

the proven TwinCAT system archi-

tecture: Individual parts of the 

software (such as TwinCAT PLC,

TwinCAT NC, …) are looked on as

independent devices, and the ex-

change of messages is handled

through a consistent ADS interface.

Since the TwinCAT OPC Server uses

this ADS communication, a wide 

variety of applications are becom-

ing available: Through the TwinCAT

OPC Server it is possible to 

access all the ADS devices such 

as TwinCAT PLC/NC/CAM/IO/CP.

Through ADS, the Beckhoff Bus 

Terminal Controllers and Beckhoff

Fieldbus PLC Box products can be

reached.

It is further possible to link any 

of the fieldbusses supported by

TwinCAT: Lightbus, Profibus,

Interbus, CANopen, DeviceNet,

ControlNet, SERCOS interface,

Ethernet, USB and generic DPRAM.

All of them can be combined in 

one control system. The TwinCAT

OPC Server has been implemented

for Windows NT and Windows 2000

platforms (Windows CE under de-

velopment).

Control Panel OPC Server

The Control Panel OPC Server per-

mits easy access to the extended

functionality of the Control Panel.

The status of the special keys, the

LEDs or potentiometers is available

over the OPC standard interface.

Also it is possible to lock out the

keyboard, mouse or Touch Pad, or

to check the signals for the UPS

(uninterruptible power supply).

Pre-configured XML files with de-

scriptions of the Control Panel are

linked to the OPC Server, and are

available as “namespace”. This al-

lows the OPC client to find the de-

sired Control Panel functionality

quickly.

The Control Panel OPC Server has

been implemented for Windows 9x,

Windows ME, Windows NT and

Windows 2000 platforms.

Extending the 
OPC Product Range
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“Just in Time”
through decentrally control technology networked through Ethernet

Ethernet connects tunnel controllers
The new Ford Mondeo is produced at the Ford factory at Genk in Belgium. Each

day more than 1,650 vehicles are said to roll off the conveyor belt in three shifts.

Depending on the order and equipment the expected estimated annual produc-

tion totals 350,000 units. Ford relocated a suppliers‘ park slightly on factory

grounds. The suppliers‘ park houses important ”Just-In-Time“ and ”Just-In-Se-

quence“ system components. These products are delivered to the assembly area

located in the C halls on the factory grounds using a transportation system known

as the tunnel. This tunnel acts as a high-level viaduct from the park, transporting

components as far as the assembly stations within the factory. The 1 km long

transportation portion of the system consists of approximately 7 km of the con-

veyor track. There are two directional routes. The main one, including the exten-

sion from the suppliers‘ park, leads directly into the factory arriving at transfer

stations on the assembly line. From there, they return from the factory along two

main routes. About 30 million 3 were invested on the complete system, of which

about 7 million 3 went on the complex automation technology.

Significantly the owner of the Tunnel is not Ford, but the ASG (Automotive Ser-

vice Genk) company, in which the firm of GTI Electro Thijs from Genk also has a

financial interest. GTI is responsible for the entire electro-technical equipment re-

lating to the project. MULTIPROX, Beckhoff‘s exclusive representative in Belgium,

offers additional support. ASG, as a joint venture with the equipment firms of

Eisenmann and LRM (Limburgse Reconversie Maatschappij), set up the CSG (Con-

At Ford Europe‘s Belgian factory at Genk a fast Ethernet backbone with 100 Mbaud in full-duplex operation 
connects 130 BC9000 Bus Terminal Controllers made by Beckhoff. These control a complex transportation system known as the tunnel, which
handles the clocked provision of components and systems from five suppliers. The tunnel owners themselves invested about 7 million 3 in hard-
ware, software and network technology.
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Linked to the system are the following suppliers: SML (complete vehicle engines),

Lear (car seats), Textron (dashboard and tank systems) and TDS Essers (exhaust

equipment, cable trees etc.). Each of the four suppliers is connected to the trans-

portation system through its own lifting station. The components or systems,

which are ready for delivery, are placed in special carriers (vehicles or supports).

After determination of parts to be dispatched, in accordance with transportation

requirements, the expedition process begins. Parts are usually lifted from the sta-

tion in the hall of the supplier in question, using the complex lifting stations, and

attached to the tunnel conveyor system. This procedure is carried out using the

relevant lifting stations and points. The carriers are returned to the supplier’s hall

in the reverse manner, i.e. before a loaded carrier is attached, the unloaded car-

rier is transferred to the supplier’s transportation system, following the lowering

of the lift. Every ”empty“ carrier can in addition be individually checked or main-

tained at a special station.

The transportation system consists of a telpher system, which has a total length

of about 7 km, with 110 points and a total of 35 lifting stations. The telpher sys-

tem transports 450 supports. During the course of three-shift operation some

45,000 parts are conveyed to the assembly points on the Mondeo assembly line.

The cycle time on the Mondeo assembly line amounts to 45 seconds. As a result

every 45 seconds the equipment versions required specifically for the customer’s

veyor Services Genk) operating company. Essentially, the conveyor tunnel is be-

ing paid in terms of piece production of each completed vehicle. Thus, both oper-

ators and suppliers ensure Ford‘s “trouble-free” standards of product and system

transfer.

The decision to construct the tunnel was made in 1999. “Ford wants the suppli-

ers to be closer to the production location” was how project leader Ivan Guilliams

from GTI Electro Thijs proposed the tunnel project. Initial plans for the tunnel be-

gan in October 1999. The first construction measures began in December. Simul-

taneously, design and implementation strategies took place for equipment and its

manufacture, i.e. the conveying technology, which was supplied by the firm of

Eisenmann from Böblingen. By the end of April commissioning work began. On

August 15, 2000 the first series of 8 hour operational test runs started. A week

before the official start of production in September, the conveying equipment was

subjected to uninterrupted operation lasting 100 hours. Since then Ford contin-

ues to increase production of the Mondeo. As a result, the transportation output

rises steadily, thereby increasing the demands to guarantee ”Just-in-Time“ and

”Just-in-Sequence“ deliveries of the necessary parts and system components. For

this reason the control program of the conveying equipment is being continually

improved.

Previously at its plant located at Saarlouis, Ford finds the close proximity location

of the suppliers‘ park, and linking the conveyor technology of the suppliers with

that of their own assembly line, creates purpose and concept with the following

expectations:

| All necessary parts and system components are delivered with time precision,

| Delivery is controlled by individual order and therefore takes place depend-

ent upon the specific equipment version,

| Intermediate storage is not necessary in the delivery chain,

| Packaging is not necessary during transportation,

| Damage will not occur as a result of or during transportation.

MULTIPROX is the Belgian daughter 

of the TURCK holding, one of the lead-

ing groups in industrial automation

technology. Initially specialized in sen-

sors, Multiprox now offers solutions 

for the whole range of applications,

i. e.:

| Sensor technology for the periphery

| Processor controlled switching and

monitoring devices in user-friendly

designs,

| Systems technology for fieldbuses.

With relation to the fieldbus technolo-

gy, the exclusive distribution of Beck-

hoff was an important step forward.

The complete system solutions, offered

by Beckhoff with the fieldbus independ-

ent Bus Terminals and TwinCAT, made

possible a break-through in the market

of the larger installation and machine

constructors.

www.multiprox.be

GTI Electro Thijs from Genk is 

responsible for the complete elec-

trotechnical equipment of the

”Conveyor Suppliers‘ Park“. They

are supported by MULTIPROX,

the exclusive Beckhoff agency in

Belgium.

GTI in Belgium comprises 4 compa-

nies, grouped into GTI Holding 

Belgium nv, a division of the larger

GTI Holding. With a turnover of 

approximately 160 million 3 and

1200 permanent staff, GTI in 

Belgium is one of the biggest 

suppliers in the technical services

market. This technical service com-

prises design, management and 

installation, as well as maintenance

and control of all technical disci-

plines.

www.gti-group.be

The suppliers SML, Lear, Textron and TDS Essers

are connected directly to Ford Mondeo‘s 

assembly halls via the overhead transportation

system consisting of 7 km of conveyor track.
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order must be at the installation point.When the car body is called onto the Mon-

deo assembly line the order data containing performance and equipment versions

is notified to the supplier via a network of logistics computers. Exactly 78 min-

utes later the required parts, systems and components must be at the assembly

line. The suppliers therefore have approximately 34 minutes for final assembling

and for checking and preparing the required parts for dispatch. Transportation

lasts a maximum of 24 minutes and the programmed buffer time amounts to

about 6 minutes. Demonstratively, the precise and accurate ”timetable“ places

extremely high demands upon the system and the whole concept of the trans-

portation system.

Modularity of the telpher system 
including control technology
A modular design for the transportation system was conceived during the plan-

ning stage of the plant. From an engineering standpoint, this modularity is pro-

vided by the lifting stations (reception and transfer) and points. However, re-

garding control technology, a choice of either a distributed I/O control with cen-

tral intelligence or a control system using distributed intelligence was required.

The planners at GTI Electro Thijs compared these two systems and decided in fa-

vor of a solution using distributed intelligence. Project leader Ivan Guilliams ex-

plained the decision as follows: ”Modularity has great advantages overall. For in-

stance, it enables us to bring into operation simultaneously autonomous areas of

the factory providing greater operational security. In that, a fault in one area of

the factory does not have an adverse effect upon the whole conveyor system“.

There are also solid advantages in the translation of the practice for the concept

of distributed intelligence control. Referring to this Bart Claes of GTI Electro Thi-

js, project engineer responsible for the realization of software and hardware, con-

siders these to clarify part solutions in question and gives reason for the multiple

use of software solutions. ”With 110 points to be controlled and 35 lifting sta-

tions there is a great deal of uniformity in the local control systems, so that these

may be easily modified and can be easily maintained in their totality“, states

Claes.

The question of the system coupling was also clarified by the fundamental deci-

sion to opt for distributed intelligence, resulting in a decision for networking with

Ethernet TCP/IP. ”There is a great deal of logistical data to communicate and less

I/O data“, again Bart Claes. It was, therefore, a question of implementing an ef-

ficient communication system, to maintain the distributed control systems with 

appropriate capacity. In addition a decision had to be made on the appropriate

control concept. The answer: The BC9000 Bus Terminal Controllers with 

integrated Ethernet interface together with the TwinCAT Software PLC as the

main control system and link to the WinCC visualization system. “We opt for the

most technically convincing solution”, said Claes. He adds, the BC9000 the inte-

grated Ethernet interface and the comprehensive Bus Terminal program, and Bus

Terminals with serial interfaces for coupling identification reading stations and

programming in accordance with IEC 61131-3, gave it the edge.

Ethernet is the soul, but not the backbone
130 BC9000 Bus Terminal Controllers are used in the whole tunnel project. Net-

working of the control system is carried out using Fast-Ethernet TCP/IP (100

Mbaud). The whole Ethernet connection of Switches bears a beneficial redundant

ring.Therefore, should a fault occur on any one of the fiber optic sections between

the total of 11 Fast-Ethernet Switches (Cisco Systems), the ”disconnected“ Switch

can always be reached via the opposite section. The connection between the

”managed“ Switches takes place in full-duplex operation, so that the network is

almost capable of working in real-time. From the 24 ports, each per switch, cou-

pled to the star constructed BC9000 is by screened cable connection – first to a

socket in the control cabinet and thereafter by patch-cable to the RJ45 plug of

the BC9000.

From a control technique point of view, each of the connected mini-PLCs works

autonomously, i.e. no irrelevant I/O data is communicated via the Ethernet but

only the data about the components to be transported, and is specific to the or-

der. If, in spite of its redundant design, the Ethernet connection should fail, up to

500 order records can be stored in one BC9000. Only then would any additional

data be lost. It is important, however, that all equipment relating to the convey-

TwinCAT
PLC

SQL Visualization Visualization

CONTROL ROOM

100 Mbit, fibre optic,
Redundance

100 Mbit, fibre optic

100 Mbit, STP

Switch

Ethernet

Redundance

TwinCAT OPC
WIN CC

130 BC9000 Bus Terminal Controllers are connected with the PC based control

unit via a redundant Ethernet network.
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Project leader Ivan Guilliams and the project engineer Bart Claes from GTI Electro Thijs.

ing technology should not be switched off because of a failure of the Ethernet.

The fitted BC9000 mini-PLC makes available 128 kbyte data memory, 96 kbyte

program memory and 4080 byte for remnant data.

Bus Terminal Controllers in the form of mini-PLCs 
take over distributed control tasks
The BC9000 Bus Terminal Controllers are Bus Couplers with integrated PLC func-

tions and Ethernet connection. In the tunnel project the BC9000 Controller is fit-

ted as distributed intelligence in the Ethernet network with the function of an in-

telligent slave. Apart from the Bus Terminal Controller, a BC9000 contains any

number of up to 64 of the 2- and 4-channel Bus Terminals. Programming is car-

ried out with the TwinCAT programming system in accordance with IEC 61131-3.

The configuration/programming interface on the BC9000 is used to load the PLC

program. As an alternative, as is the case in Genk, the PLC program can also be

loaded via the Ethernet network using the TwinCAT PLC Software.

If necessary, each Bus Terminal can essentially use the KS2000 configuration soft-

ware, in such a way that it can exchange data directly with a higher-level au-

tomation device via the fieldbus – in the application described with the TwinCAT

PLC. Similarly, pre-processed data can be exchanged between the Bus Terminal

Controller and the higher-level controller via the fieldbus.

In the start-up phase the TwinCAT PLC Software controls the configuration of the

Ethernet network for the distributed control technology via function blocks (FB)

for the whole transportation system. The TwinCAT PLC Software allows upload of

distributed generated configuration data in order to manage and store them cen-

trally. This means it is not necessary to carry out the setting procedure again if a

Bus Terminal is exchanged. The TwinCAT PLC Software carries out the desired set-

ting automatically after switching on. For processing the PLC program, which is

about 1 MB in size, TwinCAT requires only 1.3 ms for the processing operation on

the central PC (Pentium III, 500 MHz). That is 17 % of the NT computing power.

Control security through rapid processing cycles
Each of the 130 distributed BC9000s, which are fitted in the tunnel transporta-

tion system, is autonomous. The mini-PLCs usually have 40 to 50 I/O connections,

in the case of points or with lifting stations there are more than 80 I/Os. In addi-

tion, almost every BC9000 has a reading station for the identification system con-

nected via a Bus Terminal with serial interface; in the case of the lifting stations,

two reading stations are connected. In some cases the control stations have a 

text display attached, which report on the current status of the application or sta-

tion.

Each carrier contains an identification carrier, which stores the order and target

data. Finally, all stored data determines the route taken by the carrier through the

total of 110 points to the transfer station in the Ford assembly plant. From a tech-

nical control point of view this means the data read from the identification carri-

er is important for adjusting the points and therefore for the track. In the case of

two carriers arriving simultaneously, the FIFO principle determines which has

precedence in the setting of the points.Thus there are no priorities within the con-

trol programs.

Although the task settings for the BC9000 are comparatively complex, there are

no problems with the cycle time. The following values have so far been registered

for the cycle time including interface processing:

| 5  ms for BC9000 without attached reading station

| 8 ms with a reading station connected

| 10 ms for a BC9000 controlling two points

| 20 ms for a BC9000 for a lifting station with more than 80 I/Os 

(including serial interface)

Since the distributed control systems work simultaneously and as if in parallel,

the cycle time is no ”Achilles heel“ of the whole project unlike what happens with

a control solution with central intelligence.
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As one of the pioneers in the field

of PC based control, Beckhoff have

long been involved in the open in-

terfaces of the IT world, and there-

fore also with Ethernet, the most

widely used IT network. TCP/IP prin-

ciples are the model for ADS, the

Automation Device Specification

developed by Beckhoff. The ADS

routing functionality permits com-

munication over any kind of con-

necting channel – between tasks

and software module within a Twin-

CAT controller, between PCs via

Ethernet, or even over the more 

important fieldbusses directly to

the distributed automation devices.

The Bus Terminal Controllers con-

nected to the fieldbus can be pro-

grammed, and even debugged,

online over the bus and then on

over an Ethernet network.

For about 2 years now, Ethernet has

been discussed as a possible substitute

fieldbus, even down at the sensor-actu-

ator level. A number of groups and con-

sortia have made their mark here with

a number of ”Ethernet flavors“. The

most important approaches are briefly

introduced in this summary.

Profinet

Profinet represents an answer from 

the Profibus User Organisation (PNO –

Profibus Nutzer Organisation) to the

”Ethernet hype“. The main thrust of

this approach is the retention of

Profibus as the bottom level fieldbus

(the device or sensor/actuator level),

while Ethernet is used as a means of

higher-level communication. Profinet

defines gateways between Ethernet

and Profibus. These gateways translate

Ethernet remote procedure call requests

to the Profibus cyclic process data 

services (DPV0, perhaps later enhanced

to acyclic Profibus DPV1 services).

All the Bus Terminal Controllers

connected to the central PC control

system via the Ethernet network

communicate with each other using

the TwinCAT ADS (Automation De-

vice Specification) communication

system. The ADS protocol runs on

top of the TCP/IP or UDP/IP proto-

cols. It allows the user within 

the Beckhoff environment to use 

almost any connecting route to

communicate with all the connect-

ed devices and to parameterize

them. The ADS connecting mecha-

nism consists of four functional

groups:

| The AMSNetID providing a 

reference to the device to be

addressed.

| The port refers to a particular

area within the device, such as

the process data, the registers,

etc.

| The index group is a 4 byte

variable (long or UDINT) that

accesses data within the port.

Visual
Basic
OCX
ADS

C++

DLL
ADS

Scada
Systems
OPC
ADS

TwinCAT
PLC

ADS

ADS
IP-Socket

IP-Socket
ADS
BC9000

IP-Socket
ADS
TwinCAT

Ethernet

TwinCAT

Ethernet
Header

46 … 1500 Bytes Ethernet-Data CRC

IP
Header

IP-Data

TCP
Header

TCP-Data

ADS-Data

Index Offset
Index Group
Port
AMS Net ID

ADS
Header

| The offset, like the index group,

is also a 4 byte variable. It 

indicates the offset at which

the variable is to be read or 

written.

The TwinCAT PLC/NC software,

capable of running under Windows

NT 4.0 or Windows 2000, makes

the drivers and the ADS protocol

available. In order to establish a

connection to the BC9000 Ethernet

Bus Coupler, TwinCAT must be in-

stalled together with the ADS driv-

ers. The Bus Terminal Controllers‘

hardware connection is carried out

as with “classical” fieldbus equip-

ment via TwinCAT‘s System Manag-

er. The ADS functions provide a

method for accessing the Bus Ter-

minal Controller information direct-

ly. ADS function blocks can be used

in TwinCAT PLC Control for this.

The coupling of Scada-systems with

TwinCAT is carried out via the ADS-

OCX, ADS-DLL or OPC.

Ethernet TCP/IP Bus Coupler BK9000

| Protocols TwinCAT ADS, Modbus

TCP (others in preparation)

| Digital peripheral signals 256 I/Os,

analog peripheral signals 128 I/Os

| Automatic recognition of the trans-

mission rate (10/100 MBaud)

| Bus connection via Ethernet stan-

dard RJ45

Ethernet TCP/IP Bus Terminal 

Controller BC9000

| Based on the Bus Coupler BK9000,

the BC9000 contains integrated

PLC functionalities

| Programmable with TwinCAT ac-

cording to IEC 61131-3 via the pro-

gramming interface or via Ethernet

| Program/data memory 96/128

kbyte, remanent flags 4080 bytes

| PLC cycle time approx. 1.5 ms at

1000 instructions

| Status messages via e-mail and

function blocks (SMTP)

| IEC library for individual protocol

implementation

The Ethernet solution using the Bus Terminal Controller
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Martin Rostan, Product Manager

Fieldbus Systems at Beckhoff.

Ethernet Flavors – 
an Overview
Profibus nodes can be addressed from

any local Ethernet device – these nodes

do not have to deal with Ethernet pro-

tocols, since they only communicate

over Profibus services. Profinet is thus

not (so far) a ”Profibus on Ethernet“,

but is rather a defined Ethernet inter-

face to a conventional Profibus net-

work. The remote procedure calls (RPC)

here use TCP/IP. DCOM here provides

the interface to the RPC client, al-

though Microsoft are no longer contin-

uing development, since it is not 

fully compatible with the Internet 

(e.g. firewall penetration).

Work has in the meantime started in

the PNO on a dedicated protocol, with

which field devices should be able to

communicate directly via Ethernet (i.e.

without Profibus). This approach will

then place them in direct competition

with the Open DeviceNet Vendor Asso-

ciation (ODVA) and with ControlNet 

International (CI), who, with

Ethernet/IP

are actually replacing the physical 

DeviceNet and ControlNet fieldbusses

with Ethernet. In this context, IP does

not stand for ”Internet Protocol“ (as 

it does in TCP/IP), but for ”Industrial

Protocol“. This is again a matter of pro-

tecting investment – while the PNO are

”protecting“ the Profibus as a whole,

Ethernet/IP is preserving the common

higher protocol levels of DeviceNet and

ControlNet for the brave new world of

Ethernet. Control and Information Pro-

tocol (CIP) is the name of the common

denominator, and it embraces the entire

object model, and therefore also the

DeviceNet and ControlNet device pro-

files. Ethernet/IP forms the CIP services

on TCP/IP and UDP/IP: The acyclic pa-

rameter services (explicit messaging)

are based on the connection-oriented

TCP/IP protocol, while the process data

(I/O messaging) is based on UDP/IP

which, not using connections, is faster.

Since the object model and the protocol

principles of Ethernet/IP, DeviceNet and

ControlNet are largely the same, com-

paratively simple routers can be used

between the various busses – these are

not as complex as Profinet gateways.

The elements of the Ethernet/IP specifi-

cation have been part of the ControlNet

specification for 2 years. Since April

2001 it has been possible to down-

load the complete specification free 

of charge from the ODVA website. An 

example of source code for a slave 

device is also available there.

IDA

the ”Interface for Distributed Automa-

tion“ is being developed by a consor-

tium of firms founded at the initiative

of Kuka GmbH. The inspiration is pro-

vided by the vision of creating a com-

prehensive standard for Ethernet-based

automation technology. The formation

of a dedicated user organization, the

IDA Group e.V., has recently begun. The

consortium has set itself some ambi-

tious goals. The IDA protocol under 

development is intended to be capable

of real-time operation, permitting, for

instance, high-precision drive synchro-

nization over Ethernet, device parame-

terization via web servers is to be stan-

dardized, machine security implement-

ed via Ethernet, and Plug and Play

mechanisms provided for field devices.

IDA are using NDDS Middleware, a soft-

ware product that, similarly to Ether-

net/IP, utilizes the TCP/IP protocol serv-

ices for parameter communication and

UDP/IP, following the publisher/sub-

scriber principle, for process data com-

munication. The IDA group also plan to

make the specification and source code

available free of charge. A first version

of the specification has been published

in time for the Hanover exhibition.

ModbusTCP

is likely to be the most widely used 

Ethernet automation protocol – it is

simply very easy to implement. The

well-known serial Modbus protocol is

packed into TCP/IP segments. Mod-

busTCP operates in accordance with

the master/slave principle: The master

sends its request to the slave, and can

transmit output data at the same time.

The slave replies with its input data.

The polling procedure is easily man-

aged, and uses TCP/IP‘s connection

monitoring. Only a few services are

needed, and the achievable perform-

ance is more than adequate for many

applications. Simple example programs

can be found on the Internet or ob-

tained from Beckhoff – a ModbusTCP

master can very quickly be implement-

ed on a TCP socket interface.

IAONA

Establishing Ethernet as an automation

standard is the aim of the Industrial 

Automation Open Networking Alliance

(IAONA). Initially founded as IAONA

USA, IAONA Europe was created at the

end of 1999 – and with about 130

members it is at present by far the

more active association. After the un-

successful attempt to declare the IDA

concept as IAONA’s only protocol and

to merge IAONA with the IDA consor-

tium, a more open, global approach

was adopted: IAONA now consider

themselves to be a neutral umbrella 

organization for industrial Ethernet. This

new role for IAONA acknowledges the

fact that there has now come to be a

number of significant, yet mutually 

incompatible, protocol solutions for 

industrial Ethernet. IAONA is now at-

tempting to prevent the various de fac-

to standards from drifting further apart.

In November 2000 a memorandum of

understanding between IAONA Europe,

IAONA US, the IDA Group and ODVA

was signed, in which ODVA and IDA

declare their willingness to agree future

development steps with one another

under the aegis of IAONA. Thus, for in-

stance, guidelines are to be developed

jointly for cabling, message priorities,

web server use, Plug and Play mecha-

nisms and safety aspects. Other interest

groups are invited to participate.

IAONA has adapted its structure to the

changed environment, and has intro-

duced a Technical Steering Committee

(TSC) that will set up joint working

groups and will guide and coordinate

their work. Beckhoff has been elected

as the representative of the European

members of IAONA in the TSC.

Beckhoff and Ethernet 

As was mentioned at the start,

Beckhoff have for years been seriously

involved in the application of Ethernet

to controller networking. Using the

BK9000 Bus Coupler and the program-

mable BC9000 Bus Terminal Controller,

the entire Bus Terminal range can be di-

rectly connected to Ethernet. Protocols

available to these distributed Ethernet

I/O stations presently include both ADS

(based on TCP/IP or UDP/IP) and Mod-

busTCP – the modular structure of the

Ethernet protocol stack permits the 

integration of a number of versions in

one firmware (and in one hardware).

Other protocol versions will follow,

according to their significance to the

market: Beckhoff Ethernet I/O devices

can handle all the relevant flavors of

Ethernet!
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Decentralised operating approach via Control Panel:
Form follows function
Among profile machining systems, genuine “efficiency artists” enjoy a high rat-

ing these days. One example of such a systems solution for the rational fabrica-

tion of windows, doors and facade elements from aluminum and steel profiles

is the “Schüco-PBS” profile machining system. It has a convincingly comprehen-

sive overall concept with many options, optimized for Schüco profile systems. It

offers customers a high price-performance ratio and provides for production re-

liability and production quality over the long term. The developers of the profile

machining centers proudly proclaim the concept of building the machine by

teamwork “quasi” around the profile. “This gives the shortest processing times

and noticeably reduces the amortization period for our partners,” say the

builders of this machine. Another unusual feature: The center is operated from

the elegant and highly functional Beckhoff Control Panel. Thanks to its futuristic

shape and its aluminum housing, it fits seamlessly into Schüco‘s Corporate 

Design. The fact that this satellite control station is connected with the central

computer in the control cabinet by only two thin coaxial conductors makes the

installation and use of the machine in factories unusually flexible.

Functional Control Panel 
allows simplest operation
This machining center, which Schüco offers its market partners as a service en-

hancement package, allows milling, clinching, drilling and tapping, both for alu-

minum and for steel, on a single system. With only one clamping, as many as five

sides can be machined at once and notches on the profile ends completed from

underneath. The developers are proud of their hardware and software solution at

the man-machine interface. The hardware side is represented by the advanced

technology equipment set, consisting of an Industrial PC with integrated PLC and

NC control, and the operator-friendly Beckhoff Control Panel, the latest state of

the art.

But this solution evolved by stages: At Schüco, they remember the 1997 proto-

type, when the machine builder demonstrated the installation and it had to be

operated from a bulky PC cart: “The first reaction to the operating panel was dev-

astating.” Too big and too massive, too unergonomic and too operator-unfriend-

ly; in addition to that, a cable bundle as thick as one‘s arm running through the

Sawing | Milling | Clinching | Drilling in a Single System 

Optimal automation is like winning in Formula 1: Only when all components are best defined in relation to one another can the best 
results be achieved. Schüco, the German system developer and builder for window, door and facade profiles and solar systems, achieves this
twice over. The corporate partner of the successful Formula One team of West McLaren Mercedes offers its profile machining system with the 
elegantly-shaped Beckhoff Control Panel.
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This is Schüco International

The small metal fabricating firm 

began its success story in January

1951 with aluminum profiles for

shop-windows, with a workforce of

six employees: Heinz Schürmann &

Co. – Schüco for short. Now more

than 4100 people work for Schüco

International world-wide. In 1999 it

achieved a turnover of 1.95 billion

DM. In addition to the 14 enterprise

sites in Germany, Schüco is repre-

sented in more than 41 countries

world-wide. The fundamental idea

and unaltered enterprise philosophy

is systems partnership. This refers to

the entire process of window, door

and facade construction. Materials,

creativity, construction, manufactur-

ing, installation all enter into it.

Participants include internationally

known architectural offices, con-

struction companies, facade con-

struction enterprises and handicraft

shops. The co-operation partnership

with the world champion Formula 1

team West McLaren Mercedes, in

force since the beginning of 1999,

has considerably enhanced the im-

age, goodwill and recognition of

the make.

set provided the electrical connection to the machine. What is more, practical

workers saw the pull-out drawer for the keyboard as a failure-prone solution. It

soon became clear that the machine developers did not want to offer this solu-

tion to their market partners. The unequivocal credo: He who manufactures ar-

chitectonically esthetic products such as windows, doors or facades can only be

attracted, even in the realm of product compatibility, by an appealingly styled and

functional profile machining center. Lastly, they know at Schüco “that the poten-

tial buyer also buys with his eyes.”

In searching for an alternative, the development team ran into Beckhoff. This spe-

cialist in advanced Industrial PC and automation solutions was at that time in-

troducing its new Control Panel family to the market. “That was our solution” say

the Schüco employees in retrospect. They found the new PC operating interface,

which fits well into the scene thanks to its elegant line and its flat shape, both

impressive and satisfying. What is more, the video display housing was manufac-

tured from a single block of aluminum. “If one seeks, as a developer of Schüco

machines, to transpose the Corporate Design into one‘s machines, then only this

display is right for this machine,” says the uncompromising credo.

Linking satisfying operational 
advantages with the “fun factor”
The Schüco machine specialists found it especially elegant that only two thin

coaxial conductors carried data to the machine. Thus the operating terminal,

which in addition is built to the IP 65 protection class, can be almost invisibly in-

stalled up to 65 meters away from the machine, thus optimally accommodating

individual space allocations. “The solution was obvious” they remember, so that

nothing stood in the way of a fruitful collaboration.

First, however, it was necessary to translate this approach into practice, the guid-

ing philosophy in this connection being to guarantee the customer unitary oper-

ation for many years into the future, regardless of the location where the machine

was installed. To accomplish this, the first thing to do was to separate the usual-

ly integral industrial PC computing kernel and operating and display units. The In-

dustrial PC, equipped with a Beckhoff CP-Link interface card, which allows the

Control Panel to be connected with any chosen PC, moves to the control cabinet.

With CP-Link technology, connection of a single PC to as many as three Control

Panels is possible. In the Schüco profile machining system, the Panel is mounted

on a swinging support arm system to give the machine operator the best overall

view of the manufacturing process.The mounting location is often determined on-

ly after installation of the machine. Separating controller from the operating in-

terface ensures that the “look & feel” of the machine remains the same, regard-

less of future developments in the world of automation. Thus it is unimportant

whether in the future functional considerations drive the adoption of consider-

ably more powerful computers, or more compact industrial PCs come into use to

save space.

The optimal interplay of all com-

ponents and optimal operation via

the Beckhoff Control Panel allow

the best results to be achieved

with the Schüco profile-machining

system (Picture: Schüco)
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Plastic products have become so familiar and commonplace that people spend

little thought about their production as they use them. Many plastic products are

manufactured by injection molding. The list of end-products is as endless as 

unspectacular: Dowels, yoghurt cups, ballpoint pen housings, beverage bottles,

automotive rear lenses and bumpers, laundry baskets, buckets, containers for use

in medical engineering to name just a few of the vast array of more or less 

important things in our daily life. However, there is an obvious difference in the

sizes of these end-products, from very small (e.g. model making components) to

very large (e.g. automotive bonnets), and subsequently also in the size ranges of

plastics injection molding machines. A distinctive feature is the clamp tonnage 

required to operate the mold from which a plastic application springs.

Plastics injection molding machines with a TwinCAT heart
In order to provide the required clamp forces, machine manufacturers employ 

either hydraulic units or mechanically sophisticated, electrically driven clamp

mechanisms.

However, the functional principle of an injection molding machine is the same

across all sizes: Through a feed hopper the pelletized plastic material enters a

plasticizing barrel where it is melted under the influence of a rotating screw and

the temperature exerted by band heaters around the barrel. As the melt com-

presses in front of the screw, the mold (at left) is closed and then locked by ap-

plying a nominal force which must be precisely maintained and controlled to pre-

vent the hot melt from escaping at high pressure. Once sufficient melt has col-

lected in front of the screw, the screw is used as a piston to inject the material

Totally PC based Control 

In planning their new Controls generation, Husky – global supplier of injection molding systems to the 
plastics industry – have embarked on an integral approach based on an Industrial PC, fieldbus components and soft-
ware from Beckhoff‘s product portfolio. The challenge to be met by Beckhoff‘s solution included a software PLC for 
machine control and a software NC for electrical axes as well as integrated hydraulic drive and temperature control.

Software PLC/NC and Hydraulics:
TwinCAT for Control of Plastics Processing Machinery
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through the machine nozzle into the mold cavities, and to keep the melt under

pressure. After a specific mold cooling time, the screw piston is pulled back. The

mold is opened, and the molded parts are removed from the mold cores either by

means of an ejection mechanism or by a robot. The machine cycle can then be re-

sumed anew. Suitable machines for this process must meet a whole set of re-

quirements, importantly:

1. High part quality: The optimized process and its parameters must ensure a

consistent production of good parts, i. e. with consistent physical properties (size,

weight, density distribution, color, and even odor). Repeatability of the machine‘s

mechanisms and control are key.

2. Short machine cycles: As the machines frequently run in unattended 24 hours

operation, every tenth of a second saved in the manufacturing cycle results in in-

creased part output.

3. Ease of parameterizing and maintenance: In the event of problems, the oper-

ator must be able to troubleshoot them as fast as possible, supported by con-

venient error messages and additional online tools, such as repair work videos.

Machine visualizing software at the HMI (Human Machine Interface) plays a 

major role in meeting this requirement.

4. Effective operator protection: Hot melt and high pressures present a poten-

tial risk of injury which must be addressed both by design and by engineering

control.

5. Effective system protection: Jammed, sticking or partially removed moldings

can damage the most expensive component on the injection molding machine –

the mold. The slightest scratch in the cavity or core surfaces will be well visible

on the molded product and can render it unusable.

6. Efficient use of resources: This includes reducing the environmental impact of

the machine by minimizing start-up and production scrap (material consumption)

as well as power and water consumption during production.

Husky machines have hydromechanical clamps. The screws of the injection units

are driven by a hydraulic radial piston or servo motor. Servo motor drives are 

also used on the removal robots.

One Industrial PC replaces 
4 conventional controls
Two years ago, in response to the rising requirements in the plastics injection

molding markets, Husky decided to make plans for introducing a new PC based

generation of machine controls. A comparison between traditional control archi-

tecture in plastics injection molding and advanced PC based control reveals the

differences: Conventional concepts in this application area are based on numer-

ous specialized controllers and hardware PLC. The PLC governs the global ma-

chine process and – on hydraulically driven machines – communicates with an

injection controller (IC), a clamp controller (CC), and a temperature controller

(TC). On electrical injection molding machines there are further controllers for op-
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erating the individual servo axes. The traditional HMI is based on an Industrial PC

still without any controller functions. And everything is wired in parallel in the

control cabinet.

Husky’s new control concept combines all of these functions in an Industrial PC

installed in the control cabinet, where it replaces all former controllers and the

hardware PLC. The machine signals are collected and transmitted by way of a

Profibus master card and Beckhoff Bus Terminals connected to the fieldbus. Also

connected decentrally to the Profibus, non-contacting transducers provide the po-

sitioning information of the individual hydraulic cylinders.The operating unit is

another Beckhoff standard product, a Control Panel without any intelligence of

its own, linked to the PC by means of two coaxial cables and featuring a TFT touch

screen, softkeys, and a user ID system. Industrial PC, fieldbus, electronic terminal

block – that’s all. The hardware has been reduced to the essential. The separate

electrical cabinet for the servo motor power components has been eliminated,

since these parts can now be installed in the free space gained in the central con-

trol cabinet.

Equally integrated, the software platform is based on the languages defined in

the IEC 61131-3 standard and has been designed as a software PLC in TwinCAT.

It serves for closed loop control of all hydraulic cylinders and also for controlling

the robot sequences, with a TwinCAT software NC for numerical robot control. The

key software components for controlling a Husky machine can be organized in

four task areas, further explained on the following pages:

| Hydraulics

| Temperatures

| Robotics

| Visualization

Husky has many years of experience in closed loop control of hydraulically oper-

ated machine axes (typically at least 8 per machine). In contrast to the past, the

individual controls are no “black boxes” anymore but can be conveniently gen-

erated and adapted under the IEC 61131-3 standard by Husky’s hydraulics and

control specialists. Motion control of a hydraulically operated positioning axis is

not a trivial job. The control profile is non-linear and also subject to limitations

governed by the process technology. During injection, for instance, the injection

piston follows a multi-step forward speed profile while at the same time limiting

the injection pressure. As the piston advances, the control must provide for

smooth transition to hold pressure depending on piston position, injection pres-

sure in the barrel, or mold cavity pressure. For suckback, the system must again

switch over to speed control with subsequent positioning control on the starting

position for the next injection cycle. The scalability of the CPUs in an Industrial PC

helps to minimize response times to milliseconds as needed to control the high

piston speeds during injection.

Temperature control with an 
IEC 61131-3 functional software block
Temperature control is also programmed in the IEC 61131-3 languages. A plas-

tics injection molding system can have more than 100 control zones for heating

the machine as well as the mold and its hot runner manifold and nozzles. The

temperature control blocks, developed in cooperation by Husky and Beckhoff,

provide convenient functions e.g. self-tuning, adaptive power-up, smooth switch-

over from manual to automatic mode, predefined response to hardware failures

such as thermocouple breakage, open heater, etc. The function blocks can be in-

stantiated. In other words, adding a heating zone is the same as defining a vari-

Control Panel with TFT display, touch screen,

softkeys, and user ID system.
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From dowels to bumpers – a wide range of plastic products are injection 

molded on Husky machines available in a complete portfolio of different tonnages.

able. Control of the electrical robot axes is programmed by using predefined func-

tion blocks for axial motion control, available in the TwinCAT NC library. As 

TwinCAT supports various different fieldbus systems, Husky selected SERCOS for

the drives.

The fourth software component – visualization – has been designed by Husky to

run under Windows NT. The operating philosophy is focused on touch screen op-

eration combined with the softkeys of the Control Panel. Critical machine func-

tions, for instance all those involving mechanical movements, are initiated by

means of PLC keys below the screen, i.e. for the PLC to check before enabling the

requested function. TwinCAT’s software interface provides access to control pa-

rameters, alarm messages, time records, statistics, etc.

User access is authorized and controlled by means of a memory chip in the size

of a keyring pendant.This ID token is plugged into the Control Panel and can store

up to 32 kB of data, including e.g. the user’s profile.

Cui bono?
Obviously, important benefits are cost savings derived from the use of a fieldbus

system and eliminating specialized control hardware. The control solution can be

adapted as required through the performance of the selected Industrial PC. The

overall control configuration has become more transparent for Husky and is

based on standards e.g. Windows NT/2000 and IEC 61131-3. This means that

Husky has complete control of its injection molding as well as the entire engi-

neering control know-how. And while it is not accessible by the regular machine

operator, TwinCAT always provides a runtime and programming environment

right at every machine. This opens the familiar possibilities of the PC world, such

as high-capacity hard disk drives, teleservice by modem and Ethernet, links to fur-

ther machines by serial interfaces or LAN, communication with SCADA systems,

and use of external, Windows-compatible process optimization software.

For the future Husky has recognized a need to focus on modular machine design

and “zero engineering” tools for simplified programming and flexible response

to customer and market needs. TwinCAT has become a central pillar in this archi-

tecture.

Husky Injection 

Molding Systems Ltd.

Husky was founded in 1953, and has

emerged as the world’s largest single-brand

manufacturer of injection molding ma-

chines. With production sites at Bolton (On-

tario, Canada, Milton (Vermont, U.S.A.) and

Dudelange (Luxembourg), Husky employs

3,000 people worldwide who realized sales

worth US $ 708 millions in the past fiscal

year. Products include hydraulic injection

molding machines with clamp forces from

50 to 8,000 metric tons, molds, hot runners,

and removal robots.

www.husky.ca
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Machine controllers based on PCs open up new dimensions for production output: This ”guiding principle“ of
automation has been consistently put into practice by Windmöller & Hölscher of Lengerich in Germany, with its redesigned ”ARCOMAT® 2“ gantry
robot. The new series of palletizing robots is fitted with universal, PC based control technology made by Beckhoff, consisting of Industrial PC,
fieldbus technology and PLC/NC software.

Multiple possibilities from the creation 
of palletising patterns
Up until now instructions for palletizing were either loaded from a memory mod-

ule with CMOS-RAM or transmitted from a process planning computer via a 

serial interface. Beckhoff’s new PC control technology goes a significant step 

further: “The customer can now create the palletizing pattern directly on the 

machine – while production is continuing”, emphasises Rainer Henze. That natu-

rally saves personnel and money.At the same time the customer can also fall back

on a network solution (Ethernet) or diskette, should the operating concept or the

“production philosophy” not permit creation on-site.

The Industrial PC and the TwinCAT automation software are the main pillars of

the new palletizing robot control system. As a result of the consistent changeover

to PC technology, manufacturing costs in the field of automation should be 

reduced and machine capacity increased. Here, too, the PC solution plays its 

part, combining PLC and NC in one system, as is pointed out at Windmöller &

Hölscher. Amongst the functionalities used in the TwinCAT automation software

is included the PLC, programmable according to IEC 61131-3; there are also com-

prehensive mechanisms for positioning and controlling the axes, diagnostic pos-

sibilities and data connection with the standards of the PC world.

The PC control technology of the ARCOMAT® 2 is the combination of many

strengths, which a software solution provides in any case. These strengths are 

given full rein through the modular built-in Industrial PC C3220. Installed are 

Windows NT, TwinCAT NC PTP control software, which contains all the PLC func-

tionalities, as well as PC Anywhere for remote diagnostic purposes. In addition a 

Visual Basic application runs on the same system for process visualization, based

on an Access database for the palletizing patterns.

A PC replaces PLC hardware and positioning robot control
The C3220 Industrial PC consists of a compact PC with integrated TFT display and

up to three ISA- and three PCI-slots. This provides the opportunity to put in addi-

tional plug-in cards, such as fieldbus connections, additional serial interfaces, an

internal UPS, modem card and, if necessary, additional interfaces for specific ap-

plications. The front of the PC is finished in IP 65 and is designed to be installed

in a control cabinet. In the new Windmöller & Hölscher solution all the necessary

hardware and software interfaces are integrated in a single Industrial PC, addi-

tional hardware to control the machine is no longer necessary, as it was in the

earlier ARCOMAT® version.
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Windmöller & Hölscher designs and manufactures complete production lines for

the manufacture and processing of flexible packaging, such as, for example, car-

rier bags, films and industrial sacks. “The most modern PC control technology is

used in the current version of the palletizing robot, because we want to be right

in the mainstream of technological development”, stresses Rainer Henze, head of

technology in the processing machines’ department of Windmöller & Hölscher.

For him the decision to use PC control technology made by Beckhoff was not

purely a matter of chance: Windmöller & Hölscher had after all been working to-

gether with the automation firm for a very long time and was convinced of the

know-how of the control experts from Beckhoff. In addition Beckhoff produces a

completely harmonized system solution based upon the Industrial PC as central

controller.

Universal PC control technology 
in the production line
The palletizing robot is used in a three-stage production line for manufacturing

paper sacks, consisting of tuber and bottomer, which for many years have also

been fitted with Beckhoff control solutions; together with transporting or feeding

devices, the so-called material flow automation. Tubers, which are combined

plants for pasting, folding and separating, make the initial product for the sacks

– the paper tube. At this stage up to four sheets of paper are drawn off reels and

laid one on top of another. Then the sheets are perforated with needle rollers so

that the air can escape from the sacks when they are filled later on. Rotating

knives take care of the cross perforation on the endless sheet of paper; then in a

further process the continuous tube is cut into individual sections. The sheets are

finally glued together cross-wise and horizontally. The valve for subsequent fill-

ing, together with the bottom sections are fitted into the paper sack in the bot-

tomer.The finished paper sacks are made up into bundles and subsequently trans-

ported further using automatic devices.

In the third section of the production line the gantry robot lays the bundles of

sacks on pallets of up to 1.50 m x 1.60 m in size. This process runs according to

a pre-set palletizing pattern. The patterns are therefore dependent upon the type

of sack or on the formats of the paper sacks to be stacked. The gripper will be po-

sitioned in X and Y direction, according to the instructions from the palletizing

pattern in question. During the positioning process the gripper is turned with the

aid of a C-axis and the pallet lifting table (Z-axis) raised or lowered depending on

the stack height.

PC Control for Flexible Packaging
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The gripper is positioned using TwinCAT

PLC/NC software. During the positioning

process the gripper is turned with the aid

of a C-axis and the pallet lifting table 

(Z-axis) raised or lowered depending on 

the stack height.

37 applications

The three-stage production line for 

manufacturing paper sacks consists of 

the tuber, the bottomer and the 

palletizing robot, which are fitted with 

universal control solutions made by 

Beckhoff.
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Apart from the pure PLC functionality, the palletizing robot’s six SIMOVERT ®

MASTERDRIVES servo-axes are also regulated by the TwinCAT control software.

For this, Point-to-Point movements of several individual axes are carried out. The

position pattern preset by the operator is converted in a Visual Basic application

into target coordinates for the NC and passed on to the PLC via an open 

TwinCAT communications‘ interface (ADS). These target coordinates for each 

axis involved in the movement are to be found in a data array for every bundle

of sacks. The PLC controls the process and is responsible for ensuring that the tar-

get coordinates are transmitted to the NC at the correct time. After transmission

of the start commands the NC software positions the axes in a separate, inde-

pendent TwinCAT run-time environment. During the positioning phase the PLC

monitors both the axes‘ movements as well as the technical processes. Once a

bundle of sacks is put down a new process cycle starts with different target co-

ordinates.

Since the positioning procedures involve control processes, ”hard“ real-time is

absolutely necessary, so that dead times in the control loop are constant and

there are no oscillations or even positioning inaccuracies. The hard real-time on

the PC is provided by TwinCAT using the Windows NT/2000 operating system,

without expenditure on hardware add-ons. This enables cycle times to be adjust-

ed down to 50 µs.

The ACROMAT® operates with a PLC cycle time of 10 ms, the position control cy-

cle for the positioning axes was preset at 2 ms. Setting and configuring the field-

bus levels as well as the axes and their parameters is made possible in a simple

way using the TwinCAT System Manager, the configuration center for the system.
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Fast and interference-free fiber optic communication
The fast Beckhoff Lightbus, which was specially developed for fast machine con-

trols, is used as the bus system. The sensor and actuator signals are acquired di-

rectly via the Beckhoff Bus Terminals and the Lightbus modules. With the open

and flexible bus terminal system (available for all current I/Os and fieldbusses)

the required input/output channels are plugged together like standard terminal

blocks according to their specific application. From the wide range of signal ter-

minals it is possible to tailor a specific solution, as if from a toolkit.

The Lightbus enables both the process periphery for the PLC as well as the inter-

faces necessary for the drives (± 10 V speed set value and incremental inputs for

position feedback values for the central position controller via TwinCAT) to oper-

ate using a single bus system. The individual bus devices of the Lightbus system

are connected via an fiber optic, so that electromagnetic disturbances, which 

always arise in the field surrounding drive amplifiers, cannot have any effect 

upon the bus devices or the controller. Because of its high speed, priority control

and the possibility of working with up to 255 devices on a single bus, the 

Lightbus provides considerable reserves of capacity and, therefore, investment

protection.

In concrete terms, apart from the 4 main axes of the machine, an additional 2 ser-

vo axes for the sliding table and the alignment, 2 fast/crawl axes for use in the

position control as well as approx. 270 digital channels with a high update-rate

are provided with equidistant data via the Lightbus.

PLC- and NC-diagnosis via remote maintenance
New fields of application for remote diagnosis or remote maintenance are also

opened up via PC control technology. ”Before this remote diagnosis functioned

only in the pure PLC-section“, explains Rainer Henze. Things are different today.

Using PC technology the system experts at Windmöller & Hölscher can now ”look

in“ on almost every component part of the plant. Apart from the PLC it is now

possible to take an analytical look at the NC part. Conditions and diagnostic da-

ta about the fieldbus, fieldbus devices and drives can also be remotely accessed

without any problem.

And in matters relating to increased output as a result of the perfect interplay be-

tween control and flawless mechanism a concrete figure is to hand at Windmöller

& Hölscher: Throughput could be increased by about 15%. Production output is

naturally dependent upon external processing conditions, such as, for example,

the material used, palletizing pattern and dimensions of the sacks. The poll posi-

tion in technology held by Windmöller & Hölscher is above all the result of effec-

tive engineering.
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Beckhoff Industrial PC:
PC Control for all Applications

For further informations and international sales contacts see:
www.beckhoff.com

Beckhoff Industrial PC series for all applications
➔ C33xx: 19 inch built-in Industrial PCs with display, touch screen and

keyboard for standard ATX components – fitted into 19 inch racks or in the
control cabinet front

➔ C36xx: Built-in Industrial PCs for standard ATX components with display and
touch screen – the panel-PC in the control cabinet front

➔ C50xx: 19 inch plug-in Industrial PCs for standard ATX components
➔ C6xxx: Control cabinet Industrial PCs in compact drawer housing
➔ CP70xx: Control Panel – the PC operating interface 65 m away from the PC
➔ CP71xx: Control Panel with compact built-on PC – all to IP 65

The right Industrial PC for every controller:
➔ Beckhoff Industrial PCs satisfy industry's demands
➔ Highest performance PCs with Intel Pentium III processor
➔ ATX and PISA-compliant open standards
➔ Components carefully tested to ensure appropriateness for industrial applications
➔ Appealingly industrial design housings
➔ Easy access to PC components
➔ Individual housing construction allows optimum adaptation to controller 

requirements
➔ Integration of electromechanical buttons, switches, scanner, handwheel and 

other components in the Control Panel

Industrially designed PCs with components of the highest performance class
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“10 years factor 10”

Ronald Heinze, Chief Editor of “openautomation”, interviewed Hans Beckhoff,
managing director of Beckhoff Industrie Elektronik, about the firm‘s current development, future tech-
nology and, naturally, also about the situation relating to PC based control technology.

40 interview

Innovation in the medium sized arena
Beckhoff is a family business based in Germany, founded in 1952. The firm is 

active in trading and installation, and with a staff of more than 500 they are 

making a revenue of 164 million DM. The 320 person staff of the Industrial Elec-

tronics division managed by Hans Beckhoff, to date, has turned over 130 million

DM since its foundation in 1982. As recently as 1990 the figure was no more than

10 million DM. In recent years Beckhoff has grown on average by 29 % a year.

Hans Beckhoff is convinced that good growth potential will be maintained in the

future. He has set his company the growth target of “a factor of 10 in 10 years”,

pointing out that “the new global automation market sets no boundaries for us,

so that the processing industry and building automation sectors, for instance, are

presenting us with more new business niches, with interesting prospects for

growth and turnover”. He plans to achieve this growth with “good products” that

are “multicultural”, and therefore suitable for a vast variety of 

applications.

Hans Beckhoff emphasizes that the other two divisions in the Elektro Beckhoff

group are also on the road to growth. It becomes clear that “there are no grounds

for changing the trusted structure of the family business.” Beckhoff wants to con-

tinue their success with organic growth – without stock market flotation, and

without chasing the kind of new business that is aimed purely at 

revenue growth.

A presence in the international market is ensured through subsidiary firms in

Switzerland, Austria, Finland, USA and the new founded representation in China.

With their international trading partners, Beckhoff is represented in a total of 

27 countries.

All the fieldbus systems are still growing
“One of the most important milestones in the company‘s history was the intro-

duction of the Bus Terminal in 1995, in the wake of customers‘ demands for more

modularity” explained the Verl businessman. Bus Terminal PLCs for distributed

automation tasks have been added to these, and, since 1999, in cooperation with

Turck, Fieldbus Box modules with protection class IP 67 for the sensor and 

actuator level.

The fieldbus components now contribute almost 50 % to the firm‘s revenue.

Mr. Beckhoff, a qualified physicist, is well aware that all of the fieldbus systems

are presently still growing. “Fieldbusses are nowadays a standard technology in

automation. Each fieldbus has found its particular niche, with the potential to

grow.” This includes the Lightbus, introduced by Beckhoff in 1989, which has be-

come established as a standard in a number of sectors of machine construction.

This fiber optic bus allows interference-free fieldbus communication for fast 

machine controllers.

He sees, nevertheless, better prospects for those solutions which are backed by

market leaders. These include, in his opinion, Profibus, DeviceNet, Ethernet

TCP/IP/UDP “in all its flavors”, and High Speed Ethernet from the Fieldbus Foun-

dation. He sees no prospects for other new protocols, such as ATM, originating in

telecommunications.

“Beckhoff is the I/O company”, the owner continues. “We want to see Beckhoff

playing a part wherever there are I/O signals – the right technology for every sig-

nal and every fieldbus.” In no way is this restricted to just machine automation,

but includes, for instance, instrumentation, building automation and equipment

construction. Within the fieldbus sector, Beckhoff has entered into a variety of 

co-operative ventures with, for example, TR, Wago and Turck. Hans Beckhoff

states “so far both sides have always profited from these joint development 

projects”.

Other outstanding company milestones were the introduction of TwinCAT in 

1996 and of Control Panels in 1998. TwinCAT is the integrated automation 

software whose name stands for “The Windows Control and Automation 

Technology”. Since 2000 Beckhoff has also been offering industrial Ethernet

products.

Hans Beckhoff went on to say that “We are also an IPC company. Whenever 

anyone thinks in terms of an Industrial PC, we want to be present.” Here again,

the 47-year old entrepreneur includes other markets in addition to automation.

Beckhoff supplies the right Industrial PC for every application. Last year the works

in the german headquarters produced a total of 5000 standard Industrial PCs,

Control Cabinet PCs and Control Panels. This year‘s figure is already expected to

double that amount totalling 10,000.

As a third point, he sees the business as “The Automation Company”. With “New

Automation Technology” he is firmly pursuing the philosophy of PC based 

automation, in accordance with which more and more hardware functions are 

being transferred to software. Anyone who knows Beckhoff knows that he has 
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41 interview

Ronald Heinze,

Chief Editor of openautomation, ETZ and Building 

Automation at VDE Verlag, Germany.

a near traditional opposition to hardware controllers. “PC based automation 

ensures market success”, is Hans Beckhoff‘s confident declaration.

The qualified physicist is convinced that IT will have an even stronger influence

on automation in the future. Ethernet, XML and UPnP could become the 

standards of the future. The Beckhoff staff is therefore cooperating, for example,

on the standardization of UPnP at the Microsoft headquarters in Redmond. Just

what constitutes PC based automation? Beckhoff points first to the separation of

hardware and software. Software like TwinCAT performs the functions. The hard-

ware is based on standard platforms. Presently that still means the PC above all.

“With Windows CE, the control software is shifting towards the embedded sec-

tor”, says the automation specialist.

Long proven availability of PC solutions
The manager knows that “machine designers like the openness of PC based 

automation, because their know-how is implemented in open software solutions

instead of being hidden in special hardware”. What does he have to say about

availability? “We have been promoting PC based control for 15 years. We are

gaining customers and losing none. The availability of PC solutions has long been

proven in practice; it is good.”

He can provide many examples to demonstrate this: At the Continental tire works

in Timisoara/Romania, PC based automation is an element in the prescribed 

operating resources. Since 1994 PC based automation has been used at Schütte,

in Germany, for the multiple spindle auto-lathes used for gearing manufacture,

initially using DOS as the operating system. In the meantime the next version is

ready, and this will bring a changeover to Windows NT/2000. The complex press-

ing lines at Müller-Weingarten also use PC based control from Beckhoff.

Therefore, Hans Beckhoff is certain that “the ice is broken.” PC based automation

is a mainstream technology, and “we no longer have to do hard work to make

our case.” Since Beckhoff has placed such emphasis on the PC, all the 

advantages of the web are also available. “For us, this is just the natural 

development, not something that we are announcing as a new philosophy”, said

the businessman, reminding that Beckhoff was using remote diagnosis twelve

years ago. It‘s bread and butter. Hans Beckhoff can be quite relaxed as he states,

“We are remaining true to our course, and are continuing to promote the 

Industrial PC”.

Integration from the Bus Terminal to the Industrial PC
Beckhoff see themselves as complete suppliers to the automation sector, and 

offer, from the drive through the Bus Terminal up to the Industrial PC, integrated

yet open solutions marketed under the name of PC Control. “We can take the 

responsibility for all the relevant elements” he continues. He plans to use four

hardware platforms for this purpose. He predicts a long future yet for the 

Windows-based x86 architectures as the upper performance platform. Windows

in all its variations,Windows Embedded and Windows CE are used here. CE-based

systems are used on processors of lower performance. The automation software,

however, is always TwinCAT. Beckhoff: “In this way we can offer consistency for

our automation architectures.”

Beckhoff is fitting C165-based 16-bit processors to the Bus Couplers. The lowest

performance level is represented by 8-bit processors from Arizona Microchips, for

example in terminals for analog signals. “So there is nothing left to be desired for

our system architectures”, is Hans Beckhoff‘s claim. “There is a suitable platform

for every price and performance bracket.”

System-oriented thinking is very important to Beckhoff. Thus the entire Beckhoff

automation environment consistently uses the ADS (Automation Device Specifi-

cation) communication architecture, which can run over a variety of bus systems

– comparable to IDA or Ethernet/IP. Beckhoff: “We recognized the need for such

a communication layer at an early stage. Communication is just as important at

the automation function itself.” He considers the idea that automation suppliers

might agree on a standardized solution to be unrealistic.

“Standards in automation can, however, come from outside.” Beckhoff therefore

use their own powerful technologies, based on the standards of the most 

powerful market forces such as Microsoft.

Which communication standards originating elsewhere will PC based automation

handle in future? “If we were to abandon all legacy technologies, PC based 

automation would only need USB, DVI for connection to video monitors, and 

Ethernet”, was the automation specialist‘s reply.

Know-how for every bit
Why do Beckhoff develop everything themselves? “If there is an understanding

of every bit and every byte within your own company, you can also cope with any

automation task” pointed out Hans Beckhoff. Thus Beckhoff can also “supply

what are probably the fastest machine controllers in the world – with cycle times

down to 50 µs. This would be impossible with bought-in solutions.”

Beckhoff also develop and manufacture the PC Fieldbus Cards themselves. Thus,

there are PCI-based solutions for Lightbus, CANopen, DeviceNet, SERCOS and for

Profibus, with a specific FPGA that already supports Profibus Motion Control.

Beckhoff: “We are a product company, and we take pleasure in developing new

solutions.” For this reason, the 320 employees at Beckhoff worldwide include no

less than 130 engineers.

[Source “openautomation 2/2001”]
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Beckhoff Increase Their 
Exports to Hungary,
Slovenia and Southeast Asia
The acceptance being achieved in all parts of the world by Beckhoff products

called for sales and support bases to be established in Hungary, Slovenia and Sin-

gapore. This means that Beckhoff automation technology is now immediately

available in 27 countries. With this extended network, Beckhoff are independ-

ently making ”New Automation Technology“ a reality in these important mar-

kets. Two things guarantee the Beckhoff group continued success: One is the

worldwide availability of service and support for the entire product range, and

the other is their intimate knowledge of the automation engineering sector.

AEG Hungária Kft, whose headquarters are in Budapest, have been engaged as

marketing associates in Hungary. This company already has experience in 

automation technology, and has been able to gather knowledge of the market

through handling programmable logic controllers from the Modicon range.

Ljubljana, with its 340,000 inhabitants, is the base for an automation team in

Slovenia who supply production businesses in this young and fast-growing south-

east European state. The heart of this activity is the high-tech company Genera

d.o.o., founded in 1998. This group has already made a name for itself as 

system suppliers for industrial and building automation.

The third major thrust in Beckhoff’s export drive is represented by TDS Technolo-

gy (S) Pte Ltd., founded in 1993 in Singapore. TDS Technology, who used to be

marketing associates for Omron, supply not only processing industries on the 

island state, but also have independent system partners in the neighboring coun-

tries of Malaysia, Thailand and the Philippines. This cooperation allows 

Beckhoff to cover almost the whole of the Southeast Asian region.

Hungary

AEG Hungária Kft.

Zalatnai u. 2.

H-1125 Budapest

Phone: + 361 /212 -0290 

Fax: + 361 /356 -7247 

info@aeg.hu 

www.aeg.hu

Slowenia

Genera d.o.o.

Podmils̆c̆akova 18 

SLO-1000 Ljubljana

Phone: + 3861 /4393050 

Fax: + 3861 /4393090

genera@genera.si 

www.genera.si

Singapore, Malaysia,

Thailand, Philippines

TDS Technology (S) Pte Ltd.

64 Sungei Kadut Loop

Singapore 729493 (HOCEN Building) 

Phone: + 65 /3661661 

Fax: + 65 /3621661 

sales@tdstech.com

www.tdstech.com
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Liqiang Liang,
Manager of the sales office of
Beckhoff in China.

43 worldwide

Beckhoff Goes East

Sales office in China makes worldwide presence complete

Mr. Liang, how would you rate

the chances of the newly found-

ed Beckhoff agency in China?

Through Conuco, the previous 

Beckhoff agency in China, we 

have already been working with

Beckhoff products for more than

three years. The PC based control

technology from Beckhoff is be-

coming increasingly well known on

the Chinese market. We are already

working with several companies in

different cities and have already

successfully completed several 

projects.

Another reason for the good

prospects is the comprehensive

product range of Beckhoff fieldbus

components. Fieldbus technology is

now recognized in China, and

therefore we can see good sales

prospects as “The I/O company”.

What are your short-term aims

for next year?

As an agency, I would see as our

primary job the further expansion

of the distribution network in China

and the coordination of the busi-

ness activities of the distributors.

A further task is technical support

and service, particularly for interna-

tional customers exporting their

machines and systems containing

Beckhoff technology to China. In

terms of training, we will be offer-

ing courses for PC control and the

PLC/NC TwinCAT software.

Beckhoff strengthens its claim as an international company by establishing its

own agency in the center of China. From April 2001, Liqiang Liang and his team

will deal with sales, service and training for all Beckhoff products from China‘s

capital Beijing.

Initially, Liqiang Liang and his staff will be based in a modern office in the center

of Beijing. The building is situated  approximately 400 m from Chang An Street –

the main street that crosses the “heavenly square”. From there, all activities con-

cerning sales, technical support and application programming of PC based au-

tomation will be coordinated. Other areas of activities will be intensive support

of international Beckhoff customers operating in China, as well as investments in

training measures for Chinese automation companies in the areas of PC control

and TwinCAT automation software. Liqiang Liang expects a strong increase in

market share for Beckhoff products on the Chinese automation and fieldbus 

market, which is showing superproportional growth.

With Liqiang Liang (43), Beckhoff was able to recruit a distinguished expert in the

international automation industry as head of the agency. After completing uni-

versity, the industrial engineer born near Shanghai worked in several export com-

panies in his home city since 1983.The products ranged from individual electronic

measuring instruments to complete semiconductor production lines. Liang, who

also represented the European office of the China National Electronic Imp. &  Exp.

Corp. in Munich, sees himself as a profound mediator between the European and

Asian cultures.

China

Beckhoff Industrie Elektronik

Room 1608, Tower B,

Investment Plaza,

Post Code: 100032

No. 27 Financial Street

Xicheng District

Beijing

P. R. China

Phone: + 8610 /66210991 

Fax: + 8610 /66210992 

beckhoff.china@beckhoff.com
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Beckhoff USA deepens its market

access by expanding into regions.

Customers gain direct sales and

consulting from Beckhoff on how 

to successfully apply Beckhoff PC

based Control Technology. Applica-

tion support is offered both directly

and through an attractive System

Integrator program. With this strat-

egy, Beckhoff proves again to be

one of the very few – if not only –

suppliers of open PC based Control

technology with worldwide regional

access and support to customers in

all continents.

The expansion plans for year 2001

include six regional offices. Four 

are in place already: Southwest re-

gion (California), South (Alabama),

Northeast (Ohio), Southeast (North

Carolina). Beckhoff is currently 

creating regional offices in the 

Midwest (Chicago) as well as a

Canadian office in Toronto.

Headquarters:

Minneapolis, MN., 7,000 sq. ft.

| Support & Application 

Engineering (5 Engineers)

| Service (2 Technicians)

| PC based Control Training 

Center

| Stock & Distribution Center

| Sales (6 Engineers)

Nationwide Sales Organization:

| Regional offices

| System Integrator Program

Beckhoff USA Expands 
into Local Regions

Gerd Hoppe,

President

Skip Hansen,

Sales Midwest

Ed Schultz,

Sales Southwest

Headquarters

Minneapolis, MN

Beckhoff Automation LLC

12204 Nicollet Ave South

Minneapolis, MN 55337

USA

Phone: +1 9 52 / 8 90 00 00

Fax: +1 9 52 / 8 90 28 88

beckhoff.usa@beckhoff.com

www.beckhoff.com
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Mexico City

Minneapolis

Birmingham

Raleigh

Chicago

Toronto

Columbus

GULF OF MEXICO

ATLANTIC
OCEAN

Leo Young,

Sales Northeast

Stan Pair,

Sales South

Chuck Padvorac,

Sales Southeast

Southwest Office

Yuma, AZ

Beckhoff Automation LLC

115 West 4th Street

Yuma, AZ 85364

USA

Phone: 520 / 3 76 30 03

Fax: 520 / 3 76 30 14

e.schultz@beckhoff.com

www.beckhoff.com

South Office

Birmingham, AL

Beckhoff Automation LLC

1420 Arrowhead Trail

Birmingham, AL 35007

USA

Phone: 205 / 6 21 41 15

Fax: 205 / 6 21 41 15

s.pair@beckhoff.com

www.beckhoff.com

Southeast Office

Raleigh, NC

pls contact 

Beckhoff Automation HQ,

Minneapolis

Northeast Office

Columbus, OH

Beckhoff Automation LLC

7401 Sand Spurrey Court

Westerville, OH 43082

USA

Phone: +1 9 52 / 8 90 00 00

Fax: +1 95 2 / 8 90 28 88

beckhoff.usa@beckhoff.com

www.beckhoff.com
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The mouse replaces 

the light switch

Another highlight of the new pro-

duction hall is intelligent building

control via the “Beckhoff Building

Automation” system. All building

functions such as lighting, tempera-

ture or window blind control are

operated via web pages on the

workstation PC. The Beckhoff Bus

Terminal Controllers (BC9000) with

Ethernet interface are responsible

for the data acquisition of approx.

1.500 I/O points. Communication

with the higher-level PC controller

is via the standard Ethernet net-

work.

The building functions 

are controlled via the workstation PC

or remotely via a pocket PC.

New Manufacturing Spaces in German Headquarters

Expansion of the production capacities

The rapidly increasing demand for

Beckhoff components and system

solutions made it necessary to 

expand the production capacities 

at the company headquarters in 

Germany. With the construction of 

a new production hall (2500 m2)

and the establishment of a service

and logistics center (1200 m2), the

space available will increase to a

total of over 10,000 m2. The new 

facilities will enable continued

growth of the company.

Hans Beckhoff, Managing Director

of Beckhoff Industrie Elektronik,

gives the following reasons for the

expansion: “Due to the rapid in-

crease in turnover and the number

of items produced, the expansion 

of our production capacities was 

urgently needed, possibly even a 

little overdue. We now have some

room for maneuver over the 

next couple of years. Plans for the

long-term future are also in hand:

An industrial site with an area of

33,000 m2 very close to the current

location has already been pur-

chased, and plans for a further ex-

pansion by 12,000 m2 usable floor

space for management, research

and production are being drawn

up.”

Hans Beckhoff emphasizes: “We 

are expecting further significant

growth rates. Last year, for exam-

ple, we produced approximately

5,000 Industrial PCs. With the ex-

pansion in manufacturing facilities,

production is intended to increase

to more than 10,000 Industrial PCs

per year”.

46 news

52  Mio. DM

75 Mio. DM

106 Mio. DM

130 Mio. DM

1997 1998 1999 2000

During the year 2000 Beckhoff has in-

creased its turnover in the electronics in-

dustry by 22 % to DM 130 million (1999:

DM 106 million). “Our results confirm

Beckhoff‘s leading position as a provider of

complete automation solutions to such an

extent that inquiries are now coming from

the most varied sectors of industry”, says

Managing Director Hans Beckhoff.

“Our well-filled order pipeline and an 

unaltered high level of inquiries show 

that 2001 will also be a good year for

Beckhoff and that we can continue with

our expansion”, adds Hans Beckhoff.

Also contributing to the good results were

the foreign subsidiaries and the partner

companies all over the world, which are

playing an ever greater role in the firm’s

development. The total increase in exports

amounts to 57 %, of which the subsidiaries

in Switzerland, Austria and the USA were

each able to double their previous years‘

turnover. The newly established Finnish sub-

sidiary also achieved a very good result

from the start.

Beckhoff Increases Turnover 
in the Year 2000 by More than 20%
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Beckhoff TwinCAT:
PLC and NC on the PC

TwinCAT PLC is a multi-PLC with 4 PLC run-time systems (with up to 4 tasks in
each) on each PC, with cycle times from 50 µs. The programming environment
offers all the languages of the IEC 61131-3 standard.

TwinCAT NC PTP with integrated PLC drives electrical axes point-to-point.
In addition to this there are functions such as “virtual camshafts” for rapid
synchronisation of drives, or the “flying saw” for machining while the workpiece
is in motion.

TwinCAT NC I is the NC system for linear, circular or helically interpolated 3D
path movements of several axis groups.

Test TwinCAT for 30 days without charge! www.beckhoff.com

The Beckhoff TwinCAT software system turns any compatible PC into a
real-time controller with a multi-PLC, NC axis control, programming
environment and operating station. TwinCAT replaces conventional PLC
and NC controllers as well as operating devices with:
➔ Open, compatible PC hardware
➔ Embedded IEC 61131-3 software PLCs and software NCs in Windows NT/2000,

NT Embedded, CE
➔ Programming and run-time systems optionally together on one PC or separated
➔ Connection to all common fieldbusses and PC interfaces for I/O signals
➔ Data sharing with user interfaces and other programs by means of open 

Microsoft standards (ActiveX, OCX, OLE, COM, OPC etc.)

For further informations and international sales contacts see:
www.beckhoff.com
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